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Murray May Get Lower Fire Rating
At Schools
Council Authorizes Classes
Fiscal Court Hires
In Calloway County
Changing Of Parking Resumed Thursday County Detective At
Meters To 'Two Hour'
Session on Thursday

City Must Meet Certain
Requirements In Order
To Obtain Reduced Rate

Calloway County High School
and the six elementary centers,
Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey,
Lynn Grove, and New Concord,
The city of Murray may be volunteer firemen must report to
resumed classes again on
The Murray City Council last minimum of one nickle. However
session of the cluck in the radio room of the City
day
long
A
rated
as a fifth class city for fire each two alarm fire.
Thursday after being dismissed
night approved changing ap- the council did approve the
Fiscal Court Hall serving both the city and
insurance purposes in the near
three days due to the ice and Calloway County
4. The acquistion by the city of
proximately 150 parking meters changing of the present meters so
was held on Thursday in the county.
future, according to James Rudy
snow.
either a combination ladder and
A delegation from the Calloway
from their present one hour" that a motorist could get one hour
of County Judge
chambers
Allbritten,
Chairman
of
the
City
Supt. William B. Miller said the
pumper truck, or a separate
capacity, to "two hours" for a for a Male and two hours for two
in the cour- County Rescue Squad composed
Council Fire Safety Committee.
schools have been out due to the Robert 0. Miller
ladder truck and pumper.
of Chief Terry Mullins, Max Hurt,
dime. The action came after nickles or one dime.
thouse.
Allbritten pointed out that
weather for four days, the other
Ronald Talent, manager of The cost to the city for
voted to hire Dale Donald Thorn, Mr. Dowdy, and
certain 'requirements must be Councilman Allbritten pointed
day out being Wednesday, The court
Ed
Jennings
Adams Shoe Store appeared changing the meters will be $2.35
appeared before the
Detective, as
fulfilled in order to obtain this out the disadvantage of a comFebruary 3, due to an ice storm Spann as a County
before the council with a petition for each of the 150 meters. Mayor
provided by Kentucky law, efreduced rating.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
that morning.
bination ladder and pumper,
signed by most merchants Ellis pointed out that many cities
1. This decision
Miller said that two days are Jective February
saying that in orcik to utilize both
following
around the square asking that the today charge 10c for one hour's
conHe
listed
the
on
granted as calamity days for the was made by the court
the designs of the truck, the
meters be changed to penny- parking.
requisites as ''set forth by the
working agreement
schools, but the schools will have dition of a
Kentucky Inspection Bureau, the vehicle would have to operate
nickle-dirne meters so that a Following the above action City
the city.
with
where the ladder is needed
to make up the other two days.
agency which sets fire insurance both
motorist could get one hour for Council ..Alfred Lindsey, chaircounty detective
The schools were scheduled to be Salary for the
and
where
it can be near a fire
five cents or two hours for E man of the City Council Police
rates in the state.
month with an Dear Editor
dismissed for the second will be $200.00 per
plug. This would be difficult, he
dime.
Committee, made several
I.
A
map
of
all
water
fire
$150.00 per
account
of
expense
In
For
regard
to
the
recent school
semester on Tuesday, May 25,
recommendations, all of which
hydrants in the city must be continued. He said that a
tax, you said this has not been
but will now finish the term on month.
Wayne E. Todd will be th
separate ladder truck could be
supplied the Louisville office of
The council indicated that the the council approved.
This action regarding the crammed down the tax payers guest speaker
Thursday, May 27, provided no
at the 10:45 a.m. the agency. This map is being used at one point, while another
The recommendations are as
penny meter was out of the
discussed by the throats. If not then vihy didn't
detective
was
other days are lost due to weather
and five p.m.services atthe First
prepared by John Trotter,
(Continued on Page Twelve)
question since most cities had
court for some time before action they accept the last vote on this Baptist
follows:
conditions, Miller said.
Church on Sunday, Superintendent of 'ttfe Murray
was taken. The February Grand issue when it was voted down, February 14,
1. Remove seven old meters on
-He is secretary o Water & Sewer System.
Jury had. recommended in its also why didn't they accept the the church
South Fourth Street next to the
library department,
Court
that
Circuit
to
the
report
vote of the people. When we voted Sunday School of the Southern 2. A two bolo fire school must
First Baptist Church parking lot
be held twice a month for the
the City of Murray and the no on the library the vote was Baptist Convention,
but continue to have parking
Nashville, volunteer firemen of the city.
County of Calloway attempt- to ignored and the plan was carried Tenn.
there. Remove onttneter next to
This school is being planned now
assign one officer to full-tine out as planned. You might be A native of
Swann Grocery parking lot and
Mississippi, Todd is by Fire Chief Jackie Cooper.
duty as a City-County Detecdve. receiving something from this a bachelor of
prohibit parking at that point.
arts graduate of 3. A better system of calling
In other action, the court voted moral which has encouraged you. Mississippi College
2. Remove five meters from the
in Clinton, volunteer firemen must be
to pay to City of Murray $200.00 It could be if some of these people and holds a
west side of South Third across
bachelor of theology devised. A required number of
night,
February
13,
Saturday
dispatcher.
on
a
radio
per month
from Crass Furniture but conthat have it so easy had to walk to degree from Southern Baptist
donations for the Heart Fund The county has been paying only school with frost bitten feet might
tinue to allow parking.
Theological Seminary,
3. Remove twelve meters on Drive will be collected during $50.00 in the past. A radio stop and thank God for what they
In celebration of National Boy
"Perhaps the most valuable Olive Street between 14th and halftime at the Murray- dispatcher is on duty around the have, instead of wanting. more.
Scout Week, members of thePrior to assuming his present
result of all education is the 15th.
Morehead basketball game to be
When we think of the Democratic position with the board in, April
Murray Kiwanis Club heard a
ability to make yourself do the 4. Remove thirteen old meters played at the local fieldhouse at
way of life today ,we think of 1959, Todd was pastor of First
program presented by Scouts
things you have to do, when It on both sides of Fifth Street from 7:30 p.m.
polincs. Instead we with many Baptist Church,- Brookhaven,
fromTroop 77 along with
ought to be done, whether you Walnut Street-south to the alley. This special event fo(the Heart'
other people were taken_ in_the Miss., -and--held pastorates '
_Scoutniaster 0. B. Boone at their
like it or not; it is the first lessen by Shroat's Meat Market, and Fund- is under
direct
-Ton ofl
city recently against our will, Kentucky previous to the -The 1971 membership drive
regular meeting Thursday night
that ought to be learned; Mil continue to allow parking there. Mrs. Ed Thomas, Special Events
Callosvay County Post N. 5638, at the Women's Clubhouse.
forced to pay extra taxes. Brookhaven church.
however early • man's litaidm ,6,„ The total of old meters to be chairman in Murray and
Veterans of Foreign Wars is now
jTaxation without representation.
Mr. Boone introduced John
begins, it is probably the last discontinued is 37 with two hour Calloway. Members of the
February 14-20 is the ,wee in its final stage and will close Hart, son of Dr. and Mrs. James
How long will the tax paying
lesson be earns thoroughly"
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta
public take this way of life? I am designated for Focus Week, March 31, 1971, according sto C. Hart, a Tenderfoot, who ex(Continued on Page Twelve)
Thomas Henry Huxely.
Sigma Phi and Nu Phi Mu Melvin Smith was granted a one of many that doesn't have a Baptist Young Women, Acteens, officials.
plained the scout badge.
Huxley.
Sororities will assist in collecting judgement of $20,000.00 from the college degree that is furnishing and Girls in Action. At the Sun- All eligible veterans are invited
Brent Austin, son of Dr. and
the donations.
estate of the David Elmo Harmon he money for this extravagance. day vesper service on Sunday, to join, a spokesman said. Mrs. Clegg Austin, a Star Scout,
Our snow driift disappeared
Beta Sigma Phi's throughout in Calloway County Circuit Court
Odell Hawes members of these groups will be Eligibility is based on par- reviewed the history of scouting
yesterday and last night.
the state are working to help with on Thursday. Judge James M.
'route 7 Box 343 sitting in a body in observance of ticipation in any war, expedition which began in England in 1907
the annual Heart Fund cham- Lassiter presided.
or insurection for which a and in the United States on
Murray Focus Week.
The United States treasury anpaign, said Mrs. Thomas, and The judgement was made by
campaign medal has been February 8, 1910.
nounced the following premium
authorized by Congress."
Brad Boone, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ocus )Essie) Carraway of knowing that heart and blood the jury after hearing the case
prices for special Eisenhower
The Veterans of Foreign Wars Mrs. 0. B. Boone, a First Class
Murray Route Three died this vessel diseases are our number regarding a car and motorcycle
silver-content dollars( 40 per cent
will reach its 75th anniversary in Scout, spoke on the Outdoor Code
morning at 7:30 at the Murray- one health and death hazard, w accident at the intersection of U.
silver): $10 per coin for the proof
1973. Membership is approaching which is,"As an American, I will
Calloway County Hospital. Her feel that the Heart Drive is one of S. Highway 641 South and Green
and $3 per coin for the unthe 1,500,000 mark and a 2,000,000 do my best to be clean in outdoors
death at the age of 75 followed an the greatest services in which one Plain Church road on October 26,
circulated. Ordering details will
can participate.
1969. Smith was injured in the
membership has been set for the manners, be careful with fire, be
extended illness.
be announced shortly but no
The contributions collected at accident and was taken to h.
anniversary. A 75th anniversary cOnsiderate, and be conservation
The deceased was a member of
orders will be accepted prior to
The vote by the live members ofl medal and U.S. postage stem minded."
the Friendship Church of Christ. the basketball game will go to hospital in Memphis, Tenn., for The senior class of Calloway
July 1, 1971.
research,
health further treatment. Harmon died, County High School will be the hoard was three for the has been promised to mark the Star Scout Robert Underwood,
She was born January 21, 1896, support
motion and two against the occasion. "Join now and be son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Unand her parents were the late education, and community reportedly from a heart attack, in allowed to have a prom,following
motion.
Senator Dole, Republican
service
activities
of
the
his
Kentucky
car
about
P2 hours later.
prepared to take part in the derwood, told what scouting
Callovzay
County
vote
by
the
the
Fenton Howlett and Frosie
National Chairman made this
Heart Association.
Twelve jurors were selected by School Board in a recess meeting This action was taken by the celebration," the spokesman meant to him. He said, Alie
Houston Howlett.
comment on the Senate floor
the court for the case after court held
afternoon, board after a poll was conducted urged. Dues are $5.00 per year. challenge of earning merit
Tuesday
Survivors are her husband
recently: "As I visualize it, the
morning
opened
on
Thursday
at
office
of Supt. for the parents of students in For further information and badges helps boys to meet other
at
the
February
9,
Ocus Carraway of Murray Route
Presidential Hour would be
nine o'clock. After the case had William B. Miller, South 6th grades nfne through twelve at the application forms see J. D. Ltiallenges in later life."
Three; four daughters, Mrs.
high school. The board instructed Williams, Post Commander, Tel
reserved for four groups of
Street, Murray.
The program was introduced
Fannie Mae Bowen of Ypsilanti,
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Senators. First, those Senators
show Supt. Miller and Calloway 753-2662 or Brown Tucker, Post by Maurice Humphrey.
meeting
of
the
Records
Mich., Mrs. Wilma Lou Byars of
Howard
Crittenden
at
'who think they are President.
Adjustant, Tel. 489-2467,4
that the motion was made to Principal
The Murray Post Office will
President Durwood Beatty
Second, those Senators who think Hardin Route One, Mrs. Rheda closed all clay, Monday,Feb. 15 in
grant permission for the. senior the January 4th meeting to
presided at the meeting.
Belle
Steele
of
Troy,
Mich.,
and
poll
of
the
'parents.
conduct
the
they should have been President.
School.
prom at Calloway High
of
George
Mrs. Burnice( Audrey ) Pulido of observance
In the ballots received by the
Third, those Senators who think
Washington's
birthday, a
Westland,
Mich.;
two
sons,
board.
most of which held two
they want to be president. And
Woman-Announces
For
national holiday, according to
signatures of parents', the result
Registration for the Sigma
fourth, those Senators who are Thomas Fenton Carraway of Lester Nanney, Postmaster:
was 286, approval of the prom,
ready to settle for being Vice- Baltimore, Md., and Hugh J. "There will be no city or rural Kindergarten at Robertson Paducah Mayor Post
Carraway of Richmond, Va.; two
School, sponsored by the Sigma PADUCAH, Ky. UPI)-Mrs. 132, disapproval of the prom; 284,
President".
sisters, Mrs. Vera Falwell and mail delivery," Nanney said. The Department of the Murray
allow children to attend the
Dr.
Wayne
A.
Lamb,
Houston Dolly McNutt; a city will
lobby of the office will be open
Early last year, President Nixon Mrs. Johnnie Elkins, both of from 7 a.m. until 6 p.m. for Woman's Club, is now being commissioner here in 1968-69, prom..and _114, will not allow
superintendent of the Paris
the prom.
District of the United Methodist
made a statement to a group of Murray Route Three; -sixteen mailing of letters, use of the taken.
announced Thursday that she is children to attend
Parents desiring to register seeking Ito become the first The question of having the Three Murray High - School Church, will be speaking aViwo
businessmen about how he would grandchildcen; nine great boxholders and the stamp
•
their children for the fall term of woman mayor in Paducah Senior Class Prom was presented students, Anne Battle, Richard churches in Calloway 2,uzity on
invest''in stocks if he had any grandchildren.
machine.
the the board at earlier meetings. Hall and Pat Ryan, have been Sunday, February 14.
spare money. The president said: Funeral services have been "The last dispatch of mail will the kindergarten are asked to call history.
Delegations for and against the named finalists in the National
His schedule will be asfollows:
'You will begin to see, in the scheduled for Sunday at 3:30 p.m. be at 4 p.m. Outgoing mail must Mrs. E. D. Roberts 753-5431.
Mrs.
McNutt,
wife
of
a
local
.prom
appeared before the board.Morit-S-ctrolarship pfogram, Brooks Chapel at 9:30 a.m. and
third quarter of the year, the at the chapel of the J. H. Churbusinessman, immediately
chill Funeral Home with tiro. be in the office by 3:30 p.m. to
THREE CITED
to
information Palestine at eleven a.m. The
expressing their views. It was according
economy leveling off..,.In the
Lake Riley and Bro. Robert make this dispatch," Nanney
Three persons were cited by received the support of Mayor after ,se delegation meetings, received by Principa, Eli public is invited to
fourth quarter, you will begin to
attend.
G.
Harvey,
had
Tern
W.
who
Pro
added..
Usrey officiating.
the Murray Police Department
that the board told Miller and Alexander.
see mote encouraging signs of an
Burial will be in the Friendship "There will be Special Delivery yesterday and last night They been mentioned as a possible Crittenden to conduct the poll Of Only finalists can be conupturn. Frankly, if I had any
service." Patrons are asked not were one for driving while in- candidate for mayor in the
sidered for Merit Scholarships. In
.
the parents.
money, I'd be buying stocks right Cemetery with the arrangements
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral to call the office, as thete will be toxitated, one for no operator's November election.
Members of the board are Billy 1971 the group of about 14,750
Mayor
Robert
Cherry
said
he
Home where friends may call, only a small crew on hand.
license and disregarding a stop
Joe Stubblefield, New Concord, finalists will compete for apOn the day the President spoke,
Uoit.d I'ro•• Intarastleaal
---------light., and Gila= going the vann would wait to see what other Calvin Key, Hazel, Robert Ross, proximately 1000 one-time
the Dow-Jones average of 30
canMate
enter
!hi
race
before
National Merit $1000 scholarships
way on a one way street.
Now You Know
industrial stocks stood at 724. At
Occasional rain
making any endorsements.
' Almo and Faxon, Lubie Parrish, and for about 2000 sponsored Xentucky:
By United Press International
Kirksey,
and
Ferrell
Miller,
Lynn
the Newsletter's press time, the
over the state taday and in the
Mrs.
McNutt,
the
first
can57
Pack
Emancipation
The
Merit Scholarships for up to four
Dow-Jones average stood at 877didate hi announce for the office Grove.
east portions tonight. Partly
Proclamation promulgated by
years of college study at the
an increase of 21 percent. Had he
Cub Scout Pack 57 of Carter this year, pledged fair treatment
cloudy west tonight and over the
1,
1863
Abraham
Jan
Lincoln
ac4Tedited
institution
of
the
invested $3,000 for instance, his Only four thousand car license
School willhave its Blue and Gold for all if she is.elected mayor and
state Saturday. Moderate temapplied
under
only
to
those
areas
whiner's choide.
profit would now be $6.30. Not a plates have been sold thus far by
Banquet at the First Christian said she is running because of a
peratures today. Turning cooler
Anne is the daughter of Dr. and
the personnel of the office of Confederate control and not to Church tonight (Friday at 6:30 life-long commitment to good
bad investment analyst!
and Saturday. Highs this
tonight
Calloway County. Court Clerk slave states loyal to the Union. at the First Christian Church.
Den Four of Cub Pack 37 Mrs. Guy A. Battle. Richard is afternoon in the 40s. Lows tonight
government.
Fewer
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Don
Hall.
than
200,000 slaves were
Marvin Harris.
. She is the second woman ever visited the ledger and Times Pat is the son of Dr. and Mrs. in the mid 20s to mid 30s. Highs
The court clerk said this was freed by the proclamation and
Saturday in the 30s.
to
seek the office in this city, of ‘esterday with Den Mothers Mrs. William Ryan,
Accepted At College
only about half of the number of it took the 13th Amendment to
()waive Spencer and Mrs. tt. R.
32,000 residents.
about
secure
complete enfranchise- Miss
license plates ustiptly sold .0,
ies.
Ronnif
TENDED 01:11111011r
•
• daughter of Mr.
An area wide National Far. Calloway County. The deadline ment-for-BRIM!'"'Mir&
The Den saw —677Ur the
Li AL TEAMS PLAY
and
Mrs.
•••
Meet
Organizational
mers Organization meeting will for the purchase of the tags is
vewspaper
.'is prepared each day
The Murray High Tiget'S. will Extended weather outlook for
Chester J. Gammon of Route
be held at the Henry County Saturday, February 27.
.. ihroin.:11 the use of modern photo- host the North Marshall Jets at entucky Sunday through .
SHRINE BREAKFAST
SAITII Buchanan. Tenn., has been
Courthouse, Paris, Tenn., on Harris said his office will be
the Murray High gym tonight Tuesday:
'Xertpted at Freed-Hai-lemon An organizational meeting of con mese ior.machines.
Saturdai, February 13, at open Monday through 'Saturday, Members of the Murray- College, Henderson, Tenn., for the Murray Aquarium: Society . I
11;e10x,t-s• attending were while .Calloway County's Lakers IR•reasing _cloudiness Sunday
from eight a m to five p.m., Calloway -Couritiy Shrine Club and the fall semester beonning will be held in Meeting Room rit,1
7:3(p.m.
Morgat. Trip Kirk, travel to Benton. Calloway will with a chance of showers over the
Rill Williams. area marketin through the month of Februray their families will have their September 1. A senior :it Henry Three Of the Student Union I
_Tony Silencer: Steve lake on Paducah Tilghman at slate Sunday and east portion
chief from .Bradford. Tenn.. sat for the convenience of those monthly fellowship breakfast at County - High School. Miss building,
Slate 1'; derivaal, Tommy Spencer, 'Paducah Saturday night. Murray Monday. Generally fair Tuesday
Murray
the meeting u as open to all persons unable to buy their the Holiday Inn on Sunday, Gammon plans to rnaj: In home University,
Tuesday, 4;:.o.. Fos. Der thief. ard -Satily High's next game will be .next
on
licmses. Outing_ the wseiLdw, FebrActui- 14..ot-mne•a•lu. ,
:
inerukrs,
members:and nen
_
retwiraniesr:27C7F-rfigufif* 41K and 51).

Zettem tilifee

Todd Is Speaker
Local Church

Donations For
Heart Fund TO
Be Collected

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Kiwanians,
Hear Scouts
At Meeting

VFW Drive In
Calloway County
Is Now Underwwy

Smith Granted
ludtmeit In
Circuit Court'

Mrs. Carraway
Expires Today

Class Pram Is Approved
At Calloway County High

Post Office To
Close On Monday

Sigma Kindergarten
Registration Now

a

•

Three Murray
High Students
Merit Finalists

Dr. Wayne A. Lamb
Speaker On Sunday

The Weather

Persons Are Urged
To Buy Licenses

Den Four Visitors
At Ledger & Times

National Farmers
Meeting Scheduled

--

4
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New Labels?
The American political system, many
believe, has been able to survive because the
inherent strength of two major political parties
has avoided the confusion and devisiveness of too
many candidates and too many parties. In late
years, however, party lines have tended more
and more to become blurred.
The traditional idea that Republicans are
conservative and Democrats are liberal is
almost meaningless. There are liberal
Republicans and conservative Democrats. Many
voters feel that contests between candidates of
the present major parties offer little, if any,
choice of opposing views on major issues.
Nation's Business has conducted a poll of
businessmen and found them overwhelmingly in
favor of realigning America's two largest
political parties along conservative and liberal
lines. By a majoirty of 3 to 2, businessmen would
prefer the labels Conservative and Liberal in the
place of Republican and Democrat.
Everything else in the country is changing so
it Would not be surprising to see the Elephant and
the Donkey go the way of the Model T. Ford.

—Thomas 0. Perkins

014-THE-JOB TRAINING
HERTFORD, England ( UPI)
--Part of the Simon Valley
grammar school's domestic
science program for girls aged
13 to 15 as how to take care of
babies. Wednesday, the school
innounced the pupils from now
- will be able to practice on
the real thing-borrowed from
Mothers in the town Headmaster Scitie Felts said the girls
will bathe, feed and dress the
children—aged between 6 and 9
months— •'to let them know
what being a mother is all
About
4

SELLING KISSESQ
HELENM'S. England
NI
1UPI —Curvaceous student Sue
Gosden donned hot pants, a
tight black sweater and high
boots Wednesday and stood in
the middle at St. Heiess4-tryin5
to sell kisses at two shillings
24- cents a time to help a
college charity. Her total take
for the day --zero "There must
be something wrong with the
men in this town," said student
David Napier. 19, who organized the affair

Oy

HELD OVER!
Barbra

GOLDIE HAWN
PETER SELLERS
Wurum

Streisand

George

GP

®000011;14

KIRK DOKAIIS:

He will give his angels charge over
Those who fallow in His way.
They shall not be afraid of the night
Nor the perils of the day.

IN THE

WANT
ADS

.11411

No F

re Sat Aft Due To Children's M vie

CHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT. at 1 & 3 p.m.
Admission: FREE

-00*

Pacifists speak of turning the Marge had used considerably
other cheek. Does the law call more force than the situatior
for that kind of forbearance? Or called for. When that happens.
may you, when struck, lawfully as one judge put it:
strike back?
"The character of the combat
Generally speaking, you may _ is changed. The assaulted beindeed strike back. Your act of comes the assailant."
violence is forgiven if it is inFuthermore, the right of sell
flected in your own protection. defense lasts only as long as the
Courts often refer to the right of danger lasts. Suppose a schoolboy hits a
passing pedestrian with a snowball. Could the man chase the
boy and give him a thrashing in
the name of self defense? No,
because the danger is ended. The
man's motive would he not to
defend himself but to punish the.

di open-flame-broiled

iicr. ice

feature Oiy• Will Bernard

'..

HOW TO
SUCCEED
WITH THE
OPPOSITE SEX
One Under 18 dmitted,

TON ITE
nds

TUESDAY

Shakeemenas

'NS

JULI
US CAESAR
No greater Caesa ... No grander cast!

um,
Charlton Heston Jason Robards • John Glelgud
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1
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self defense as a primary law
of nature."
But it is a right with very distinct limits. Defending yourself
is one thing; escalating the conflict is quite another. Take this
case:
Janet and Marge were in love
with the same man, During an
argument, Janet ' bean
--Margts hair. ffarge retaliated !he judge said self defense may
by, grahhing, a vistq) and shoot. 'hc,etyu,isesl not `only when there
ing 1:;net in the leg. Could is danger but also when there
Merge justify her action as self reasonably appears to he danger
defense?
•
, And in this case, the danger
'No, ruled aJ court, because weir, real

Savings &

75' without ticket

LATE SHOW TONITE & SAT. 11:30 p.m.

'
41:8100- )CHEESEBURGERS

Of- -course it _pay • be-dffficsili
for the Person attacked, in the
heat of an encounter, to measure
his danger. Therefore, the law
usually gives him the benefit of
the doubt.
In one case a grocer and his
wife, taking home their cash re•
ceipts late at night, were accosted
by a group of rowdies. When
one youth laid hold of his wife,
the ,frightened grocer shot and
wounded him.
As it turned out, the victim
had just wanted to ask for directions. Nevertheless, the groc-

with Murray Feder

—Loan ticket.
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"ISLAND OF THE BLUE DOLPHINS"
—Pat Miller
609 Sycamore St., Murray.

Fighting

fONDfl

'ere waftii
crooked man
__•••

Biztlickty of
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
1809 • 1865
Aniericsn Statesman & Lawylir;
• 16th United States President
110 Office during the Civil Via
Assassinated shortly after his
Second Inaugural

- He has Shown you the way, oh man,
What is -good-, and what is right: •
'Mercy and justice is his plan,
To walk humbly and upright.

Funeral services for Mrs. Ida Jane Wadkins, age 81, were held
yesterday at the Locust Grove Nazarene Church.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds won over the Western
Hilltoppers 77 to 70 in a closely foughLgame played here.
Murray's Beshear scored 25 points.
Mrs. Hugh McElrath was the speaker at the Mother-Daughter
Banquet held by the Rose Marlowe YMA of the First Baptist
Church held at the home of their counselor, Mrs. Hunter Love.
Miss Kathleen Gibbs of Norris City, Ill., and Miss Ann Eva
Gibbs of Knoxville, Tenn., were weekend guests of their mother,
Mrs Edd Gibbs.

The wheeling, dealing and stealing attributed to
some politicians is not, as claimed, a sign of the
times. Politicians have always been that way; the
difference being that a hundred years ago. Instead of
being challenged to publicly list his material assets,
the dishonest politician was horsewhipped.
"Some statesmen go to Congress and some go
to jail. It is the smile thing, after all."
—Eugene Field. 1882
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God spoke to me
In no unknown tongue
For I had learned
A new language

LusaKR•TIKES FII4

by Carl Riblet Jr.

'Real cost' of food

I

UNKNOWN TONGUE

20 Years Ago_Today

)

Using Big Words May Not Show Your Intelligence

One day
God touched my soul
And left
His fingerprints.

Hampton Wiggins Brooks, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Brooks,
Murray Route Two, Murray College High School senior, has
been
named winner of the 17th annual Soil Conservation Essay corttstin Kentucky.
James C. Newsome, son of Mr. and Mrs. Boyce C. Newsome,
Kirksey Route One, Is receiving eight weeks of Armor training
at
Fort Knox.
Johnny H. Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Olice C. Wilson, was
granted from recruit training at the Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill.
The engagement of Miss Clara Mae Hutson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton B. Hutson, to Pat Dale Orr, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Milburn Orr, has been announced.

Isn't It The Truthi'

WY TOM PERKINS

A TOUCH

LEDGER•TIIIRs FILE

Lord, Is it 17—Matthew 21:22..
The disciples were wise to ask if they had betrayed Christ. The
villain in the New Testament is not so much Judas Olt is the elder
brother.

Poetically
Spelling

—Bob Little

Ten Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Funds Approved
For Fellowships
At Murray State

Dad said, "If you're going to say something, it sure helps to
know what you are talking about." A lot of people have gotten into
a wonderful amount of trouble by talking when they ought to be
listening. Dad said you could always tell when someone's talking
and isn't sure of himself by, red face, excuses, and loud words.
There are other signs such as, high blood pressure, rapil heart
beat, and queasy stomach,but these are well hidden and you can't
see them.The other signs, you can spot a mile.
• Now, I know Dad knows what he's talking about because, the
other day, Dad and Mon were talking, and Mom said Dad was
wrong. Dad's face got red, his voice got loud, and he ended up by
making excuses. Dad kept control of the whole situation, in a
manly manner, by saying that everyone was entitled to one
mistake, and after all it took a big man to admit he was wrong.
I know Dad well enough to know he doesn't like illustrations
from his own lifejle much rather talk about someone else. For
example, he said,"One time there was this fellow that drank too
much and stayed out too late one night. He was afraid of what his
wife was going to do when he got home. He thought about what he
might tell her. His way home took him by a music store. Right
there in the window was sign that said syncopation. This strange
word caught his attention and suddenly a plan formed in his mind.
"I'll tell my wife I've been sick and the doctor said I have a
problem called syncopation,and I should be cared for proper," he
thought. When he got home that's just what he told his wife. Her
stern manner melted and she tenderly put him to bed. That's not
the end of this story. In a few minutes she returned and stood in
the doorway with a rolling pin in one hand and a dictionary in the
other She read this deffinition, "Syncopation, a staggering
moverment from bar to bar."
Dad said, "Sure would have helped a lot if that fellow had
known what he was talkiftg about."
I'm little, and I know that if everyone had to know what they
were talking about before they spoke, this would be a silent world.

SUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, pez
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00
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The Almanac
By United Press Intersatiosal
Today is Friday, Feb. 12, the
7.1•111141011111l111•11,111110•AMItii1111111111P1111111111Witmoiratir
43rd day of 1971.
between
is
moon
its full
The
Phase and last quarter.
The morning
stars
are
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Figuring it this way
Jupiter.
'price' had been declining
_Notification
received
has
been
The evening star is Satttrn.
at Murray State University that
Those born on this day are
WASHINGTON t UPI r
federal
funds have been apAn 11-year decline in
under the sign of Aquarius.
economists call the "real cost" of food
proved
what
continuing
some
six
for
and
five
On this day in history:
halted last 'ear But it may resume again in
new two-year fellowships in the
In 1912 China became a
1971, Agriculture Department experts predict.
graduate
program
comfor
republic when the Manchu
'the -real cost • of food, according to some
college
teacher
dynasty was overthrown by the munity
economists, is the percentage of the average
preparation.
Chinese Nationalists.
consumer's after-tax pay needed to meet his
In 1942 the German battle- Dr. Robert W. Collins, director
grocery bill. The figure declined annually from
of
higher
education
program
and
ships Scharnhorst and Gneise20.9 per cent of after-tax income in 1958 to a
coordinator
State,
Murray
said
at
nau escaped from the French
record low of 16 7 per cent in 1969.
rcentage of
In 1970. economists said,
port of Brest into the North the latest funding of about $52,000
from the U.S. Office of Education
reveledoff and
the‘P
income needed to pay food bills
Sea.
brings the total allocation since
remained unchanged at 16.7 per cent. But for
In 1953 the US.S.R. broke off
1971, they said:
relations with Israel when the program was initiated in 1969
"As the rise in food spending moderates and
terrorists bombed the Soviet to about $225,000.
To begin next fall and continue
income continues to rise, the proporuon of disLegation in Tel Aviv,
posable income spent by consumers for food may 7:7
In 1963 a jetliner crashed into through the summer of 1973, the
resume the downward trend of the past decade."
new
fellowships
will
bring
to
21
the Florida Everglades, killing
The report added that total consumer spending ;•-.
the number financed at Murray
43.
on food in 1971 will rise, but not by as much as
State, including 10 for 1960-71 and
the $9 billion increase recorded last year.
A thought for today: French six for 1970-72.
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Murray
State
was
one
of
80
philosopher
Jean
Rousseau
said, "Nature never deceives colleg rs and universities located
us: It is always we who deceive in 41 states and the District of
Columbia to be approved for
nature
fellowship funds under the
Education Professions
'I 'National Gallery of Art Development Act, Part E. The
in NAiington, D.C., was a original appropriation to the
gift to the nation by Andrew university was for more than
753-6333 * Adults '1.50 - Children 75'
$100,000.
Collins said he is pleased with
44\3,AM
...4'1‘3./ Chi (.31`11.alA ii
the interest that has been shown
MOVIE RATINGS
in the program to prepare perorute
at
Today
7:15 & 9:15
at 3:30-5:25-7:20 & 9:1
FOR PARENTS AND sonnel for teaching in two-year Sat•Sun cont
from 2:00
coat from 2:15
Sun
Sat
&
colleges.
YOUNG PEOPLE
Academy Award Winner
"These new fellowships will
provide the university an opAIS
ALL 1015 AD•ti TIED
portunity to improve the strucG•••,a, Aud.•,..cos
existing
ture
the
of
program
and
,Z3L'Ar
to make a significant conALL A0I5 ADMITTIO
tribution to the growing two-year
Gurelanct Su••••••41
Good!
college
system," he added.
tilUF)
w,c3,
Fellowship include provision
for $2,400 for the first year and
PIESTRICTID
Under 17 regu.r•• sccompsnion.
$2,600 for the second year, with
Pale•ei of Adult Guatd.••
an additional olio_ per year for
-ellgihie tkopet
—ident and of*
resident or non-resident fees.
MO ONE uplOgill 57 AMITTISSI
Part of the two-year program
.8.17 WI CVOS. a..ai
for fellowship recipients will be a
semester as an intern in a twoALL
M AN° NI FILMS
year college.
RECEIVE nes sf.u.(CD of THE
Applications for the five new
faonol• aocTuIRE CODE Of
fellowships must be received by
SELVIREGULAT10114.
April 1. A committee on the
CROMWELL
Coming Feb. 24
G
campus at Murray State will
select fellowship recipients from
G
Soon—ARISTOCATS
LOVE MY WIFE
the eligible graduate students
who apply. Awards will be announced Aprll 9.
ay X•iu< • Hansen
Applications or requests for
additional information may be
Open 7 pm
y p us 1 pm
Feb. 12
addressed to: Dr. Robert W.
Saturday and Sunday
Collins, Director of Higher
Adm. Adults 1.50—Children The
Education, School of Education.
TONITE thru TUE....
Murray
State
University.
Murray, Kentucky, 42071.

There's no better Cheeseburger
anywfvere! 100% pure, lean
ground beef ...broiled over oven
flames to seal in the meat juices
and flavor . topped with a melted
slice of Kraft Cheese...garnished
to your taste...served on a hot
toasted bun! SAVE on a bagful,
during this Cheeseburger Sale, at
BURGER CHEF—they're good
enough to leave home tor:

SALE ENDS
SATURDAY NIGHT!
1300
Main
Street

2*51vISION' roon•

FC.N

AMEHICAN J14,
ERNA,
,O4AL

Open 6:00-Start 6:45
Admission: TOO

CYI
OVER L(

TOIVITE-SAITSUN.
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"SKULLD-DGGERY * Richard Widmark
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Palmer Hopes To Regain
Touch With New Putter

---improving Billy Casper.
By JOE SARGLS
Murphy shot a second round
UPI Sports Writer
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. four under 68 at Bermuda
(UPI)-Arnold Palmer still is Dunes to get a share of the
searching for his lost touch on lead while Yancey had a three
the greens and he may find it under 69 and Hixon, playing in
today with a new putter in the his first event of the year, shot
third round of the marathon a 70. Yancey and Hixon,
playing in his first event of the
Bob Hope Desert Classic.
The 41-year-old Palmer, who year, shot a 70. Yancey and
attributes his inability to win a Hixon also played Bermuda
tourney title in 14 months to a Dunes.
"guessing game" putting touch, Indian Wells and La Quinta
shot a one-wider 71 at windy are the other courses being
and hot Tamarisk Country Club used in the Hope Classic, where
Thursday to tie with Bob the cut won't be made until
Murphy, Bert Yancey and after Saturday's fourth round to
George Hixon for the second the low 708 and ties, who will
finish up at Bermuda Dunes.
round lead.
The former king of the There was no room to
fairways missed five birdie maneuver for the leaders
putts on 10 feet or less during because only a stroke behind
the round and almost threw up them were Dick Rhyan, Ray
Floyd, Casper, Italian chamhis hands in disgust.
-I'm still searching for the pion Roberto Bernardini, Bob
kind of putting stroke that Will Rosburg and Bobby Greenwood.
restore my confidence," said
Palmer of the round. "It's kind
of a guessing game every time
I get on the green."
The 71 in the second round
left Palmer, Murphy, Yancey
and Hixon with 36-hole scores
or six unuer par 138, a stroke in
front of six others, including
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MSU Wrestling,
Weightlifting
Teams In Meet
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KENTUCKY

Pro Cage
Standings

Eastern Xerttucky Lad Makes
Long Journey From Railroad
Tracks To New York's Garden

By United Press International
however, is that Dr. Delano pionship, the Southeastern
By Herb Sparrow
Lew Alcindor doesn't forget
NBA Standings
Meriwether, the 26-year-old Conference 100-yard dash and the
easily.
By United Press International
Johnny-come-lately sprinter United States Track and Field
-It's
(UPI)
LEXINGTON,
Ky.
The young Milwaukee center
Atlantic Division
a long way from a rough, from Baltimore, seems to get all Federation 100-yard sprint
was given a rugged workout a
W. T. Pct. GB
railroad bed in a the attention, even tbou,gh Green twice-the last time in conabandoned
University
couple of weeks ago by Los
The Murray State
New York
40 23 .635
community to has beaten him twice in recent secutive times of 9.2, 9.2, 9.1.
small
Kentucky
Angeles' Wilt Chamberlain as Wrestling Club and Weightlifting Philadelphia
37 25 .597 2/
1
2 the smooth tartan track at New weeks.
Eyes 1972 Olympics
the Lakers beat the Bucks. But Club will have its first meet this Boston
33 29 .532 6/
1
2 York's Madison Square Garden,
ahead, Green has an
Looking
Thursday night was a different Saturday. The clubs will host the Buffalo
"Maybe, sooner or later,
17 46 .270 23
but Jim Green of Eminence has people are going to have to start understandable yen to compete in
story.
Brecktnridge Job Corps Center
Central Division
made that journey and made it thinking of me as the best the 1972 Olurnpics at Munich,
Alcindor, playing one of his clubs from Morganfield.
W. L. Pet. GB
harbors
successfully.
2:3(
best games of the year in the
sprinter around," Green told Germany. After that, he
The meet will be held from
Baltimore
34 25 .576 ...
possible
The University of Kentucky's New York sportswriters. "I'm thoughts
of
a
battle of the National Basket- p.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the boys gyn1 Cincinnati
24 36 .400 101
/
2 crack sprinter scored his second
professional football tryout.
ball Association's premier sev- of the Carr Health Building.
Atlanta
23 39 .371 121
/
2 straight victory in Madison not disturbed about the lack of
If that doesn't work out, he also
coacher
en-footers, scored 31 points and
The wrestling club is
Cleveland .
11 53 .172 251
/
2 Square Garden last Friday night publicity, though, as long as I
is considering a career in public
dominated the rebounding as by Mike Free and the faculty
keep winning races."
Midwest Division
when he showed his heels to a
relations or teaching.
the
Bucks
clobbered
Los, advisor is Luke Oas. Dave Beavir
W. L. Pet. GB
career,
which
Green's
track
star-studded
field
in
the
60-yard
"I'm enjoying my student
weightliftini
Angeles 122-88.
the
is the coach of
Milwaukee
49 11 .817
includes indoor world records in teaching this semester at a junior
dash.
Lakers' Rough Start
club and Gil Layman is advisor Detroit_
37 22 .627 111
/
2 Green will be out to extend his the 76-yard dash and the 220-yard
high school here," he said.
Alcindor scored 22 points in
Wrestling for the Murray clut Chicago
36 24 .600 13
unbeaten record during the sprint, had a peculiar beginning.
But no matter where he winds
22 minutes in the first hall and are: Ernie Frye, Ken Vickkers Phoenix
36 25 .590 131
/
2 current indoor season Sturday Eminence, a small high school
up, it's still a long away from the
outrebounded the entire Los Roger Funk, Gary Tronzo, Pets .
Pacific Division
night when he competes in the 70- with less than 150 students, did railroad track back in Eminence.
Angeles team 17-15. An aggres- Hussey, Jaim Brantley, Tim
W. L. Pet. GB
yard das at the Ilth annual not have a track program until
sive Milwaukee defense enabled Hogan, Hugh Osnes, Mike Hut- Los Angeles
36 23 .610
AMason
Dixon Games in Green's freshman year. That
the Lakers to hit on only 34 per son, Paul Dunlap, Don Pantano San Francisco 33 30. .534 5
Louisville's mammoth Freedom spring, the football coach got a
cent of their shots in the early Bill Cayce and Frank Hickman. Seattle
27 35 .435 101
/
2 Hall.
team together, entered the
going.
Members of the weightlifting San Diego
28. 37 .431 11.
Large crowds don't awe the conference track meet with one
Bobby Dandridge had 20 club are Beavin, Alex Harnmill Portland
21 39 .350 151
/
2 small-town boy from Kentucky. day's practice, and won.
points and Oscar Robertson 19 Mike Jones, Bud Rogers, Jim
Thursday's Results
for the Bucks while Chamber- Ashley, Jim Collins, Mike Horn- Milwaukee 122 Los Angeles 88 "They're all the same to me, Green's great natural speed
lain led the Lakers with 25. Los beck, Ira Worthington, Jim San Diego 119 San Francisco whether in New York or here," he came to the fore and the school
entered him and anyone else who
-said
Angeles' Jerry West Was held Brooks, and John-Ttptop.
Ill
wanted to go along, in numerous
Beat Merivretber Twice
to only six points.
Seattle 119 Cincinnati 101
One thing that is bugging him, track meeets during the next
In
the
only
other
NBA
action,
DAYTONA
BEACH, Fla.
(Only games scheduled
three years. With no track, Green
By Herb Sparrow
(UPI)-The -slingshot" worked San Diego downed San FrancisFriday's Games
had to work out on the bed of an
United
Press International
for Pete Hamilton but Buddy co 119-111 and Seattle routed
Boston at Baltimore
abandoned railroad track that Louisville Male, a strong
Baker was unable to pull off Cincinnati 119-101.
Philadelphia at Detroit
ran through the North Central contender to repeat as Kentucky
Lantz Totals 31
the same trick Thursday during
New York at Atlanta
Kentucky community.
Calvin Murphy, the smallest
high school basketball champion,
two furious 125-mile sprints to
Los Angeles at Chicago
Dodged Clinkers
player'
in
the
leage
at
5-foot-10,
is the unanimous choice of UPI's
fill out the field for Sunday's
Cincinnati at San Francisco
"That's all there was to run Board of Coaches as the No. 1
scored 10 of his 26 points in the
$203,500 Daytona 500.
Phoenix at Cleveland on," Green reminisced, noting team in Kentucky this week.
Hamilton, the
28-year-old last quarter to power the NEW . YORK (UPI)--The Seattle at Portland
that he had often to dodge large The Bulldogs gathered 18 first'Rockets past San Francisco. United Press International top (Only games scheduled)
By United Press International defending champion, took adclinkers.
place votes and 186 points as they
Stli
Lantz
had
31
points
to
lead
20--college basketball
The Virginia Squires have vantage --ot the drafting
-- Although 119 5et2W.51`e-siicol- continued to lead for the ninth
the rejuvenated Rockets, who teams with first-place votes and
maneuver
coming
off
the
final
moved into a position where
boi records that still stand consecutive week.
ABA Standings
now have won three straight won-lost records in parentheses.
By United Press International
they soon should clinch first turn in his 1971 Plymouth for a
in the 100, 220, and 446-yard
International
and
United
Press
Louisville
Central
games
By
after
a
lengthy
losing
NEW
YORK
(UPI
1
-Fair1Tenth week, includes games
.. place in the American Basket- one-foot victory over A. J. Foyt
EaSt
streak.
mont State of West Virginia is dashes, Green received little Covington Catholic once again
in
the
played
first
qualifying
through
race.
Sunday,
F.
7)
ball Association's East Division.
W. L. Pet. GB finally beginning to receive the formal track training until his were No. 2 and 3, respectively,
Baker, in a 1971 Dodge, Nate 'Thurmond had 29 points
Points
The Squires moved 81
/
2 games
41 19 .683 ... national recognition it has freshman year in college under although Catholic gained ground
and
Jeff
Virginia
Mullins
27
to
lead
the
1. K. St. 119) (17-1)
278
ahead of idle Kentucky Thurs- attempted to overtake David
Kentucky Coach Press Whelan. on Central.
33
28 .541 81
/
2 worked hard for this season.
Warriors'
attack.
Kentucky
Mullins
fi2. Assumption (6) (17-0)
255
day night when they scored Pearson's 1969 Mercury by
Since then, Green has won the
27 34 .443 141
/
2 The undefeated Falcons, who
Anderson County and Bowling
nished the game despite a dcut 3. Southwest La. (2) (16-2)173 Carolina
using
the
same
trick
on
the
eight points in the closing 59
NCAA indoor 60-yard cham- Green continued their game of
.441
141
/
2
26
33
over
his
New
York
right
eye.
ran
their
season
record
to
21-0
4.
Tennessee St. (18-2)
169
seconds to defeat the bflori• final lap in the second race, but
/
2 last week, have climbed into
26 37 .413 161
musical chairs for the No. 4
Dick Snyder scored 31 points 5. ISU (N.0.) (2).„(184)
153 Pittsburgh
dians, 125-119. The Squires have was forced to back off when he
/
2 the top 10 in the United Press
26 39 .406 171
and Spencer Haywood contri- 6. Louisiana Tech (164)
Floridians
position, with Anderson moving
came
upon
slower
cars.
112
Thursday's College Basketball
a 41-19 season record; KenWest
ahead of B. G. this week. .
International Board,of Coaches
,The victories gave Hamilton buted 31 points and 19 rebounds 7. Ashland (18-2)
101
Results
tucky has a 33-28 mark.
W.
L.
PXCT:
GB
as
the
Sonics
Louisville Manual remained
romped
past
weekly
small
college
ratings
for
8. K. Wesleyan (154)
75
By United Press International
With the score tied 117-117, 59 the No. 1 darting position .for
Cincinnati. The Sonics trailed 9. Fairmont- St. (21-0)
39 19 .672 ... the first time.
No. 6, but Pleasure Ridge Park,
Utah
Sunday's
race
with
Pearson
59
East
seconds ,remaining, Ray Scott
by six points in the first 10. Puget Sound ( 154)
37 30 .649 11
/
2 Coach Joe Retton's elub Villnva 99 Notre Dame 81
after an impressive win over
k 1 Indiana
scored a hoot shot and Mike gaining the N. 4 spot..,,Ffix1
qUarter
but
nudged out Breathitt
Haywood
hit
for
35
26
.574
51
/
2
14
Memphis
three
more
opponents
defeated
had
already
secured
the
pole
11. Wooster 119-1)
St. John's (NY) 82 Niagara 7; Mayfield,
Barrett connected a field goal
points in the second period to 12, Eau Claire 119-1)
County for No. 7.
22 37 .373 171
/
2 last week and climbed seven
Denver
for e 121-117 lead. The Squires position in his 1971 Mer
Fordham
109
Rhode
Island
87
rally Seattle ahead at the half. 13. Phila. Tex. (15-3)
Two newcomers round out the
19 39 .32820 spots to the No. 9 position in
t
8
5 Texas
added four more points to with a qualifying speeJof
Rutgers 109 W. Va. 83
top
ten, with Hazard, a winner
Thursday's
Results
this
week's
ratings,
which
182.744
miles
per
hour
last
14.
Howard
Payne (18-5)
24
clinch the victory.
Shp. Rock 122 Geneva 90
over last week's No. 10 team,
include games played through Susquehnna 77 Juniata 75
15. Oral Roberts II) (17-5) 18 Pittsburgh 114 New York 110
The Floridians led by as Saturday with Bobby Isaac
McDowell, holding down the No. 9
Sunday, Feb. 7.
16. S.F. Austin (15-5)•
16 Virginia 125 Floridians 119
many as 11 points in the first earning the No. 2 spot in a 1971
Boston U 85 Brandeis 75
spot, and Westport occupying the
I Only games scheduled)
Kentucky
State
remained
in
Dodge
with
the
second
fastest
17.
Sam
Houston
St.
(17-6)
11
quarter but had only one-point
Boston St. 99 Brdgwtr St 63
No. 10 slot.
Friday's Games
the No. 1 spot in this week's
18. (Tie) Jackson St. (19-3)
9
leads at halftime and at the end qualifying mark.
The ratings (1st-place votes in
Indiana
at
Pittsburgh
ratings after receiving 19 first(Tie) Akron (l4-3i
Midwest
9
of the third period. Charlie The final big weekend of
parentheses):
Denver
Kentucky
at
votes
and
278
points
from
place
speed
weeks
at
the
Daytona
20.
Capital
Cinci
69.
1Ohio)
(15-2)
.8
70
Cayton
Scott led the Squires with 27
180
1. Louisville Male(18)
30 of the 35 members of the Louisville 94 Wichita St 85
Others receiving five or more Floridians vs. Texas
points. Larry Jones had 29 for International Track continued
153
2. Louisville Central
at Lubbock, Tex coaches board who participated
today with the Citrus 250 for
points - Evansville, Western
the Floridians.
142
3. Covington Catholic
South
Memphis at Utah
The
Thorobreds
in
the
balloting.
Grand
American
Cars
and
the
Washington.
John Brisker scored 29 points
89
'Only games scheduled)
have a 17.1 record after Florida S- t. 113 Ga. Southern 81 4. Anderson County
to lead the Pittsburgh Condors Inver House Grand Prix for
78
5. Bowling Green
disposing of two more op- Richmond 105 Furman 87
to a 114-110 triumph over the Open Cockpit Formula Ford
64
The Murray Freshmen, with a
Tenn. (Chat) 72 Ten. Wslyn 59 6. Louisville Manual
ponents last week.
New York Nets in the only Cars, both over the 3.81-mile
47
7. Pleasure Ridge Park
no changes Norfolk St 88 Morgan St 80
There were
road course. The Perrnatex 300 16-0 record, will take on Bethel
other ABA game.
and Kentucky Wesleyan in their
48
Cmpblsvle 79 Georgetwn (Ky) 8. Breathitt County
among
the
top
six
teams
this
Late
Model
Sportsman
Race
The Condors won the game
20
next two home games.
9. Hazard
week. Assumption, undefeated 78
.by holding high-scoring Rick will be held Saturday over the After
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
isn't- much removed from being
10. Westport
defeating Middle Tenreceived six first- Geo. Wash 81 Miami (Fla.)
2.5-mile
tri-oval.
, (Barry to 16--p-oints and by
By MILTON RICHMAN
a kid himself, felt that instead
Second Ten-,11. Owensboro, 12:nessee at Middle earlier this
place votes and is second with Jacksnvl 100 Wm.&Mary 69
1 outscoring the Nets 31-18 in the
UPI Sports Writer
of addressing these kids
Danville, 13, McDowell 14. Clark
week, the freshmen are hitting 48
255 points. Then come South- La. Tech .94 SE La. 72
...Yrfourth period. The Condors outlike
Speakout
he'd
NEW
(UPI
Bobby
Pro
YORK
through
I
Co., 15. Christian Co., 16.
per cent from the field arid 65 per
west Louisiana, Tennessee Kentucky St 124 Lane 74
rebounded the Nets 53-45 with ROSEWALL AWARDES
Orr can't go to the corner for to talk with them personally.
Madisonville, 17. Carlisle Co., 18.
cent from the line.
State, Louisiana State at New
Brusker pulling down 17
Southwest
Ashland, 19. Lou. St. Xavier, 20.
Marcelous Starks paces the loaf of bread without drawing E He invited them to his beautiful Orleans and Louisiana Tech.
.xebounds.
penthouse apartment in Boston.
Franklin Co.
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - freshman scoring with a 20.1 crowd.
Ashland, which ran its record Tulsa 89 No. Tex St 84
OnDePre
listened
to
Bobby
Joe
scored 24 points
He gave up any idea of They
Others receiving two or more
to 18-2, moved up one place to E.N.M. 81 Houston Rapt. 67
Australian Ken Rosewall, sur- average followed closely by Steve
and Bill Melchionni, 23, for the
talk a little while and a couple
personal privacy long ago.
votes: Taylor Co., Hopkinsville,
winner of the U.S. Open Bowers with 18.7; Steve Barrett
ieventh and Kentucky Wesleyprise
Nets.
But this was one thing the of them became fidgety. One of an, which split a pair of games
West
Todd Co. Central, Virgie.
at Forest Hills last year, and Mark House with 16.1's; and
Boston Bruins'sboyish-looking the-kids, looking for something last week, dropped one notch to BYU 75 UTEP 48
the
Maysville, Newport Catholic.
awarded
Rick
Weisman
with
12.4.
was
Thursday
superstar wanted to do all by to do, spied one of the hockey eighth. Fairmont State and Utah 69 New Mex. 62
Grant Co., Mason Co., Fairdalt
Martini-Rossi gold racquet as
SPARMA SOLD
Starks also leads the Racers in himself. He didn't want it to be player's stereo tapes and Puget Sound, which lost its only Nevada (Las veg.) 74 Loyola 68 Paris, Union Co., Newpoa.
MONTREAL (UPI) -Joe the tennis player of the year. rebounding with 21.6 a
game. a big deal because he likes kids slipped it inside his shirt. Orr, game last week, round out the Portland St. 81 Ath. in Act. 79 Paducah Tilghman, Clay Co.
Sparma, who lost all four of his
Mark House has averaged 10.3. and because he happens to be with that extraordinary peri- top 10.
Warn. Pac. 77 Geo. Fox 71 (ot) Frankfort,
Franklin-Simpson
decisions with Montreal last Rod Laver, winner of the gold
The Racers are averaging 93.5 ... well ... a little-ehicken- pheral vision of his, noticed Five coaches
from each of
year before being shipped to racquet in 1968 and 1969 and a game to their opponents' 69.3. hearted.
was happening and
what
the seven geographical areas of
the minors, has been sold by runnerup to his countryman in They have outrebounded their
Bobby Orr belongs to a group immediately jumped up from
the nation comprise the UPI
the Expos to the Detroit Tigers. the 1970 voting, made the opponents 57.7-41.9.
of Boston athletes who call his chair.
ratings board. Each week they
Sparma, a 29-year-old right- presentation. Two other Austra- The freshmen play the Bethel themselves Pro Speakout.
"Here," he said scooping up vote on the
top 10 teams and
hander, was acquired
by lians, John Newcombe and sophomore and
• Tae.
freshmen Fellows like Phil Esposito all his other stereo tapes and points are awarded on a 10-9-8Montreal from the Tigers in Tony Roche, were third and Saturday
and
Gerry
Cheevers
kid.
-Don't
of the handing them to the
and
Kentucky
7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis for votes from
December, 1969. His contract fourth in the voting while Wesleyan Monday.
Bruins also belong. So do Gino waste your time stealing 'em.
was sold Thursday by the American Cliff Richey was Therames will begin at 5:30 Cappelletti, Joe Kapp and Jim I'll give 'em to you. All of 'em. first to 10tb.
Expos' farm at Winnipeg to fifth.
Hunt of the Patriots, John You don't have to steal 'em
Detroit's affiliate at Toledo.
Havlicek, Jojo White and Tom from anybody."
Kentucky College Basketball
Sanders of the Celtics and
The incident never made any
Kentucky High School
Reggie Smith and Jim Lonborg of the
papers. Orr has Louisville 94 Wichita 85
Basketball
at your
of the Red Sox
continued working with Pr • Kentucky State 124 Lane Tenn. 74
Taling About Drugs
Speakout as have all the others Transylvania 99 Berea 81
By United Press International
What they di) is visit the Esposito, $rnitb, Havlicke, San Clinch Valley Va. 72 Calvary 70
Lexington Catholic 76 Jessamine various high schools in and ders and the rest.
Union 93 Thomas More 76
Co. 51
around Boston and talk to kids
A Better 'High'
Campbellsville 79 Georgetown 78
and what they talk about "As athletes we don't try to Stie Bennett 97 Hiwassee 69
Louisa 80 Wurtland 61
Maidsonville 93 Providence 57
OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE
mostly is'drugs.
tell the kids what's good and Alice Lloyd 96 Southeast ComAnderson Co. 63 Woodford Co. 56 "We're
concerned," says what's- bad," Cappelletti says. munity 79.
If PON,' Of0 0 Pain in
10TH $
Auburn 73 Rus.sellville 67
Cappelletti, the father of three "You, can't tell kids that
neck to you, let BLOCK do FEDERAL
Hiseville
68
85
Cumberland
Co.
young
girls.
concerned
"We're
anymore.
We
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY
tell them we get
the job Is no tirr• -your
AND
Elkhorn City 106 Mullins 85
not as athletes, but as human our 'highs' in other areas-on
return is prepared, doubleNEW
SUCCESSOR
13th- 14th- 15th
STATE
Gtant Co. 95 Owen Co. 71
beings and parents ourselves." the field. By accomplishing
checelta and guaranteed
UP11Valley 87 Western 56
That same concern motivated something there we feel we are OCEANPORT,
;or occurocy. Try enjoying
Ray Haight, a veteran race'Temple Hill 64 Scottsville 59
Bobby Orr to become uncom- doing something meaningful.
rwret in, a change.
caller at Maryland tracks for
UP
Owensboro 68 Hopkinsville 50
menly involved .not too long We tell the youngsters they can
the
last
20
years,
has
been
GUARANTIF
Reg. '1.75
Oneida 77 Broadhead 66
ago.410 hath,eard of a gang of Find something meaningfu1in
41.401IIIViltil
.0L•041,
named to succeed the late 0,
Mitcaire-CO7-93Gamaliel 58'
eiM boTtirinetween-Theiiiit life also."
'NW
you any penalty 0.
we "rake ony
Barker Seeley as the director of
pe.nelty
McDowell85 Garrett 66
.nterey
.m
1
oo
of 15 and 18 and all al.-dope,
Why'4oes Gino Cappelletti public
Chicken
Broasted Potato
relations and publicity at
who had gone on a particularly worry i?'
the Monmouth Park Jockey
wild
rampage
Butter
one
•
night.
Honey
"I live in Wellesley, Mass.,"
• Slaw • Rolls •
When saught, they battled .the he says,."and the thing I want Club.
71.ENTRIES
Haight, 45,. will
handle
Also Serving Catfish -Seafoods - 117PriAeventy-six policeoflie wild tigers and tithen to.make plain is the high school publicity for the
MAVItsk '
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
track on a
nations'
finally
taken
to
jail
they
tore
up
six
from
in my neighborhohd is no
foreign entries
Steaks-Country Ham
year-round
basis,
according
to
National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky., Pb. 7534204
the the place before being brought different than any other. It's
up for
have signed
Philip H. Iselin, president and
4 a . m.--9 p.m: Mon -Fri
the same. A couple of Weeks
Phillipine Open. the starting leg under control.
chairman of the Board of
Phone 436-5496 of the $63,000 Asia golf circuit.
New Concord, Ky
9 a.m.-5,p.m. Sat.
Personal Advice
ago they found a boy nearly
Monmouth.
Orr, who's only 21 and thuis dead in,. lavatory.
No APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Squires
In Front
1
2 Games
8/

Slingshot
Works For
Hamilton

Male Holds
Number One I
In Kentu

Small College
Cage Ratings

Ky. State
Holds Onto
Met- One

Frosh Take
On Bethel
Saturday

Today's Sports Parade

LONG
LOOK

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT

INCOME TAX

* SPECIAL *

Broasted Chicken Dinner

LIFE

• Vi
Includes: •

Ion Erialveirco.
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•
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The members of Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi gave a
surprise double baby shower for
Mrs. Robert Hopkins and Mrs.
Jerry Duncan on Thursday
evening, February 4, at the home
of Mrs. Willard Ails.
Several games were played
and the prizes given to the quests.
Sixteen members were present or
sent gifts to be opened.
Refreshments of jello salads in
pink and yellow were prepared
and served by the hostesses, Mrs.
Willard Ails and Mrs. Gary
Smotherman. Nuts, mints,
coffee, and spiced tea were also
served.
On Saturday, February 6, a
delicious luncheon meal was
prepared and served by Mrs. Ed
Thomas at her home on Peggy
Ann Drive. The luncheon was for
the members of Gamma Gamma
Chapter and a delightful
fellowship was enjoyed by the
group.

Personal Shower
For Miss Crabtree
Given On Monday

Rose-Bucy Engagement „
Friday, February 12
A Valentine Dance, sponsored
by Murray State Women's
Society, will be held at the WOW
Hall from nine p.m. to one a.m.,
with tickets at PA.

Baby Shower Held
For Two Members
At Chapter Meet

Miss Jolla Carel James

Julia Carol James
To Be Married To
Harold D. Lawson

Cooperative Mothers will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m_
Murray Branch of the AAUW
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Robert Higgins, 713 Main Street,
at 7:30 p.m.

The Faculty Couples Bridge
A basketball game at Hazel
will be held at the Student Union
Building, MSU, at 7:30 p.m. For School will feature the Murray
reservations call Jack or Sally Firemen playing the Hazel men
White at '7534658.
and the Almo Women playing the
Kirksey Women.Proceeds will go
The Hazel PTA men's and
to the Calloway Rescue Squad.
women's basketball teams will
play the Almo teams at Hazel at
New
The
Providence
seven p.m. Admission is 15 and 50
Homemakers Club will meet at
cents.
the home of Mrs. Anton Herndon
at one,p.m.
Murray
North
The
Homemakers Club will meet at Circle I of the First United
the home of Mrs. Charles Methodist Church WSCS will
Crawford, West Main Street, at meet at the social hall at two p.m,
1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, February 18
Saturday, February 13
The Good Shepherd United
A Valentine Dance for mem- Methodist Church WSCS will
bers and out of town guests will meet at the church at two p.m.
be held at the Calloway County
Country Club from 9:30 p.m. to The Russell's Chapel United
1:30 a.m. Mr. and Mrs. James Methodist Church WSCS will
Boone are co-chairmen for the meet at the home of Mrs. Toni
dance.
Hopson at 1:30 p.m.

Mrs. William M. James of
Birmingham, Alabama, announces the engagement of her
daughter, Julia Carol, to Harold
Daniel Lawson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter W. Lawson of
The New Providence Riding
Elberta, Alabama.
will have a dinner meeting
Club
The bride-elect is the daughter
of the late William Milstead at Captain's Kitchen at 5:45 p.m.
James; and the granddaughter of A business meeting will follow
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Latimer; the dinner.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
James, all of Hazel, Route One. The ICU Wrestling Club and
She attended Auburn University Weightlifting Club will meet
where she was a member of Delta Breckinridge Job Corps Center,
Morganfield, in the boys gym of
Zeta sorority.
Mr. Lawson's grandparents the Carr Health Building from
are the late Mr. and Mrs. Fred 2:30 to five p.m. No charge and
Woerner of EIberta, Alabama; the public is invited.
Mrs. William J. Lawson and the
late Mr. Lawson of Aurora,
Sunday, February 14
Nebraska. He ie a_sradeate of _A singing featuring the Ocapel
Auburn University and is em- Aires will be held at the Russell
ployed as an engineer in Toccoa, Chapel United Methodist Church
Georgia.
at 1:30 pin.
The wedding will be on March
27 at Avondale United Methodist The monthly fellowship breakChurch.
fast for members of the MurrayCalloway County Shrine Club and
their families will be held at the
Holiday Inn at nine a.m.

Miss Vicki Carol Crabtree
February 27th bride-elect of
Philip Utley Moore, was the
honoree at a delightfully planned
personal shower and Coke party
held Monday, February 8, at
seven o'clock in the evening at
the home of Mrs. Jamie Harrell.
The charming hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were Mrs.
Rocky Shapla and Mrs. Tommy
Vance.
For the event the honoree chose
to wear a navy and white pantsuit. Her mother, Mrs. George
Raymond Crabtree, wore a pink
pantsuit. Their hostesses' gift
S •hay, February 14
corsages were of multi-colored
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Crawford
flowers.
will be honored on their golden
The beautifully appointed
serving table was overlaid with a
wedding anniversary with a
green cloth and centered with a
reception at the home of Mr and
dried flower arrangements Miss Denica Nanney, bride- Mrs. Donald Crawford in Lynn
elect of Joe Forsee, was honored
flanked by green candles in red
4.30 p.m. All
with a household shower January Grove from 230 to
candleholders. Cookies,
relatives and friends are invited
28 at the home of Mrs. James
to attend
miniature sandwiches, olives, Brandon.
pickles, and Cokes were served.
Miss Nanney chose from her
Twenty persons were present
Monday. February 15
trousseau a gray and blue knit
or sent gifts for the occasion.
Senior Art Show of Bill Moore,
dress. She was presented with a
Murray, will open at the
corsage of white carnations
Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts
accented with two silver wedding
Building, 'MSU, and continue
rings.
until February 28. No charge.
Games were played with the
winners receiving prizes who in
turn presented them to Miss Senior Art Show of Lind
Copley, Louisville, will open in
Randal Hugh Wilson of Route Nanney.
the Kappa Pi Room, Fine Arts
Seven, Canterbury Estates, Miss Nanney opened her many
Building, MSIJ, and continue
Murray, was dismissed from the lovely gifts from a table overlaid until February
28. No charge.
with
white
and
centered
with an
Community Hospital, Mayfield
arrangement of pink carnations.
on Tuesday, February 9.
Miss. Debbie Cooper assisted The Penny Homemakers Club
Miss
Nanney in opening the gifts. will meet at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Finis Futrell of Hazel
Refreshments
of cake, nuts, Brent Butterworth at 12:30 p.m.
Route Two has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital, and mints were served from
The women of St. John's
crystal appointments.
Paducah.
The hostesses for the evening Episcopal Church will meet al
Recently dismissed from occasion presented Miss Nanney the home of Mrs. Betty Newruu-n
at 7:30 p.m.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, was with an electric hand mixer.
Approximately
forty
persons
Hermes Foster of Route One,
Tuesday, February le
were present or sent gifts.
New Concord.
St
Leo's
Preschool

Household Shower
Given In Honor Of
Denica Nanney

•
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The Baptist Women of the First,
Miss Barbara Susan Rose
Baptist Church will meet at the
church at nine a.m, with the
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rose of Kirksey announce the engagement of
Annie Armstrong Group in
their only daughter, Barbara Susan, to Kenneth Paul Bucy,son of
charge of the program.
Mr and Mrs. Woodrow Bucy of Pine Bluff Shales, New Concord.
Miss Rose is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High School
The Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist Church V/MS will meet at and is presently a student at Murray State University. She is the
the home of Mrs. Lloyd Jacks at granddaughter of Mrs. Minnie Rose of Kirksey and Julian Hughes
of Paducah.
ten a.m.
Mr. Bucy was a member of the 1969 graduating class of
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order Calloway County High and is employed by the Murray Division of
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet the Tappan Company. He is the grandson of Mrs. Dallas 0. Bucy
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Eldridge of Waverley, Illinois.
A June wedding is being planned.
The executive board of the
rubey SehodIPTA will meet at
KNOW ONIONS
HUNGARIAN ACCENT
the home of Mrs. Bill Crick at one
When buying dry onions, look Serve French fried potatoes
p.m.
for those that are hard and firm. with an Hungarian accent. In a
The Music Department of the They should be covered with heavy medium fry pan, melt oneMurray Woman's Club will meet papery outer scales and fourth cup butter. Add a pound of
at the club house at 7.30 p.m. with reasonably free of blemishes. If a frozen shoestring potatoes ( them
hostesses being Mesdames John large hag is purchased, sort come in a carton or plastic bag)
C. Winter, Vernon Cohoon, Carl according to size and use the and cook for five minutes, turRogers, Donald Story, John A srnallest for creaming whole, ning often. Add a large onion,
Thompson, Nolan Harvey, and medium for for chopping and thinly sliced and continue
Paul Shahan. Following the largest for stuffing and baking. cooking over low heat till the
onion is translucent. Stir in one
meeting the Music Chorus will
QUICK STEW
have a rehearsal
In suacepan brown one. can.41,Leaspoun salt. one-half teaspfion
4 oz.) sliced mushrooms peprr and cup of dairy -gout
framed, in one tablespoon butter eream. Just before serving,
Wednesday, February 17
Jr margarine. Stir in one can 1f. remove cover and increase heat
The Wadesboro Homemakers 3zi beef stew and one-fourth cup to medium so the potatoes will
Club will meet at the home of sour cream. Heat; stir now and brown slightly. Makes four
servings.
Mrs. Autumn Ezell at 10:30 a.m. then. Makes two servings.
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Miss Sheila Harris
Honored At Bridal
Shower Recently

Simmons Hitfme
Scene Of Baptist
Young Women Meet

Miss Sheila Harris, bride elect
of C. W. Nance, was honored with The Baptist Young Women of
a bridal shower at the Com- the First Baptist Church held
munity Center on Monday, their regular monthly meeting on
February 1.
Tuesday evening, February 9, at
Hostesses for the occasion were the home of Mrs. Kathy SimMesdames Lloyd T. Brown, mons.
Larry Harris, Glen Harris, and
Mrs. Linda Wright, president,
James Ross.
The honoree chose to wear a presided at the business sessiop
navy blue knit jump suit and was Mrs. Ann Beale Harris read the
presented with a corsage of two prayer calendar.
white carnations with tiny silver The guest speaker was Mrs
wedding bells and tied with red Rudolph Howard who led the
group in a most interesting and
ribbon.
Games were injoyed by the profitable discussion of the
modern-day world and the role of
more than forty five guests.
Pink punch, small ckaes, the Christian in the world.
mints,and nuts were served from Miss Simmons served refreshcrystal and silver appointemnts. ments. Also present were Mrs.
Deep and light pink were the Linda Gilmore, Mrs. Earleen
Miss Linda
colors used in the decorations. Woods, and
The serving table featured a Brownfield. Several members
flower arrangement of red were absent due to the bad
eucalaputas and various dried weather conditions.
flowers. Silver candle holders
held deep pink tapers at either
ild turkeN. are excellentend of the table.
fliers but often elude enemies
Harris
Miss
opened her many by running.
lovely and useful gifts from a gifti
table overlaid in deep pink.Small"
white wedding bells hanging at
intervals completed the table
decorations.

Stork Shower Held
For Mrs. Maupin
Tuesday Evening

.6

HOME
SWEET HOMEA
r

AGAIN je

Mrs. Jackie Maupin was
complimented with a lovely start
shower held on Tuesday.
February 9, at seven o'clock at
her home on the Benton
d.
The ...bostesses for tbs.
salhostess can help you
event were Mrs. Ryan G
over the anxiety of getand Mrs. R. G. Outland.
ting acquainted in new
Games were played with Mrs.
surroundings and make
Ann Jones, Mrs. Grace Walston,
you feel at "Home
and Miss LaDon Graham being
Sweet Home," again.
the recipients of the prizes.
The honoree opened her many
She will bring gifts and
lovely and useful gifts which
vital information from
your neighborhood busiwere placed on a table in the
ness and civic leaders.
living room for the guests to
view.
Call
Refreshments of pink punch,
Phone 753-2378
pink and blue icedsessises, nuts,,
Myrtle
Or an
and mints were serial from the
7234365
beautifully applated table
The Most
decorated in the colors of pink
Famous Basket
and blue.
In the Worldtt
Thirty-five persons were
present or sent gifts.

aifiaok.

Linda Adam.

COOKING

tatimidA

Free Valentine Movie for Entire Family
Saturday, February 13th, 1:00 & 3:00 p.m.
CAPRI-CHERI THEATRES
"Island of the Blue Dolphins"
•Winner of Parent Magazine Award
•Free drawing for a box of Valentine candy,
•,
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT OUR OFFICE
Door Will Open 12:30 p.m.
SPONSOR.

Murray Branch

Hopkinsvill• Fischsral Savings
Loan Association
304 E. Main

Murray
753-7921

By JEANNE LESEM
UPI Food Editor
LONDON (('PI) -- A small house wares- shop run by a
David is coping nicely with the Goliath of mass-produced
merchandise and heavy competition from other retailers.
-In face Mrs. Elizabeth David's shop here does carry manufactured items, but some articles she stocks are -museum pieces
and others are likely to become so in thee near future.
In an interview, Mrs. David said that certain,old-fashioned
meat-salting jars and tripieres (narrow-mouthed casseroles for
cooking tripe) no longer are made and production of some other
items is erratic, because the skilled older potters arr, dying off.
The interview took place during a trip to London as a guest
of the British Tourist Authority and the Egon Roney Organization, a guidebook publisher.
Mrs. David, a tall. handsome, grail -haired woman who is one
of Great Britain's most esteemed food experts, said she opened
the shop in the section of Pimlico five years ago because she
was unable to find some articles she wanted in England.
She's mostly a self-taught cook. She said she became interested in French, Italian and Mediterranean cookery while
living abroad with her husband, who was in the Indian army.
Author
This led her to write several cookbooks, four of which have
been published in the United States, and to write about food
for London newspapers and British and American magazines.
Her newly
-Spices, Salt and Aromatics in the
Entlish Kitchen (Penguin) is volume one in a series she plans
on Elfish cookery from ancient times to the present.
Sti , she finds time to share with her business partner, the
responsibility of twice yearly buying Oils, principally in France.
Italy, Germany., Scandinavia and Ean
4
Many articles they select are exclusive with the shop, and
apt to remain so. Mrs. David declined to name even the country
of origin of some unusual items. She said silence is her only
means of protecting the exclusivity, now that hundreds of
kitchen shops have opened in England in recent years.
Competition apparently ha, done little to stem the flow
of professional and amateur ,•cioks, including celebrities, to
her shop)-----Aniong these customers have been actors Danny
Kaye and Alec Guiness. a,tre.,-es Julie Christie and Sic.arinah
York.
There's a workmanlike air about both the shop and its
merchandise, displayed on plan wooden shelves and overflowing
onto the floor.
A 20-page illustrated catalog lists only a small number of
kitchen utensils and cooking equipment carried -- from commonplace things like wooden spoons and French cutlery to-lireton
pancake pans in .twci.size, hlini ns the slice o toy fryin
pew;---idonevrare -cream chem.,.
suers,
irons to use on rantetop burness, Tuscan bean fans and
crusaders. 'the latter are salt jars
like the helmets
worn by reliving crusaders in thew.. ikitireedAirs.•
-Thr•re used to be about 1,000 different things iu - the-,
said Mrs. David. -- and lrom the looks of thin!, there
still he.
Wholesale customers have long existed (or :41arirs like her.
but Ihr retail boom is what NIr.. David called "the fad of the
Sisiies And Sev;I.esI ier,. Perini!). the istlesisils will cosi people to
learn to'cook•••

eublished

Things are seldom what they seem.
Big cars often pose ch. bie.cars, • • Which is one ond o half
times as
when they're really small cars. ', much
trveift as that of the largest sedan.
For instance:
Notice how much bigger the big car
Of course, if you really boys a lot
seems thon_she Volkswagen Squareto carry you con always (old dawn
bock_Sedon.
he Squorebock's rear seat. Then
Then count the number Of suitcases
you'll hch;t1 moriAaa-twice-es
con take on, only 12.
muchit
_.
carrying space cis the largest sedan
None,flake how :moll the Square-trun.k.
'
, bock seems to be.
•
Agkaxb.ictLkxould_yau_.ratb•c-l-+e•ea-:. Then cotont the number of suitcases .
kkedon that looks like a big bully .
-it con take on. 16. .
.
but finely is ii 12-suitcase weakling?
That's because' she Squeriebock
Or a littleijello who's really o 16' hoc 328 cubic feet of carrying space.
suncose giantie
'

CARROLL YOLKSWACEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.

authorized
dealer
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Here are just a few of the many, many items op which
prices have been chopped for George Washington's
Birthday Sale...Come celebrate and save, save, save!

efreshMrs.
arlean
Linda
bers
bad

GENERAL ELECTRIC
SWIVEL TOP

VACUUM CLEANER

Five pieces
favorite Old
fragrance.
down...these
last long!

Hew
rnit

AJAX LIQUID
DETE
RGENT
For Dishes
32 Oz.
- plastic
container

Model C12 and C14

Our Reg. '29"

REG. 770

REYNOLDS WRAP
Ideal for Trailers, Boats and all Outdoor Activities
•Flashlight with handy belt dip. •Bright powerful beam -3-way switch.
•SOS signal bulb, complete with two - Reg.
batteries.
•Pocket knife with cart opener,
screw driver and bottle opener. $ 1 6'6

-.Choose from 4 styles of
a real price chopper.
Sizes 6-20 in assorted
spring colas.
• Two Pocket Shirtwaist
• Balmacaan
• Double Breasted
" Pleated Back Ant

12"x200'
SYLVANIA
FLASHBULBS
- AG 1 Clear
Dozen
to
WC
Pkg.
P?it
cir
e

CHOCOLATE
CHERRIES

irou
rettew
ake
me

100% licnied syr
center, real fri
cherry.
00L. DUA

raid
om

Value Galore, By George, for the
fashion conscious woman. Choose
from a wide assortment of bonded
double . knits in safari and other
styles. Assorted colors. Sizes 10-16.

LIS1-

ers.

20111
MI

2

FOR

ALL FALL &
WINTER

Sew and Save!
With
Values Like These...

YOUR CHOICE
Tape Measure, Tailor's,:Chalik, ,Tracing Raper,
Seam Ripper.'
Se win"g-6Ilage: Tracing Wheel,
Hooks & Eyes, Thread, Needles, Dressmaker

9

•Gowns
•Blouses
•Slacks
•Sweaters
•Pant Suits

Pins, Hand Sewing Needles, Machine Needles,
Pin Cushions, Safety Pins, Straight Pins. Thimbles.
-

of REDUCED

A Special Purchase of an $8.99
retail slack helps Big K chop
prices. Assorted solids, stripes
and tattersals.

That's right... this
merchandise has already Ts
been marked down, up to
l'2 price, but while it lasts
it will be sold for '2 the
reduced price!

34 Piece Melmac
Dinnerware Set

MOTOR OIL ,
HAVOLINE or QUAKER STATE
10-W-30

SERVICE FOR 8
UNBREAKABLE UNDER
NORMAL USE.

BIG TOOL SPECTACULAR
ever Before Such
Values On Oxwall
Tools

Never Before Such Values
On Powermoster

PRICE

1 2

/

-EASTERN
ELECTRIC

STEAM & DRY

IRON

•Fingertio Heat Selector
•Wash & Wear Setting
•Satin Chrome finish
•Large steam capacity
*Model SD1B
Our Reg. 1.66,

LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF SCATTER

OVAL RUGS

REG.
8.88

Your Choice
•IMPERIAL MILK CHOCOLATE CHERRIES
1-lb.. 2-oz. box
•MEMORY ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
1 -lb Box
•BROCKS 5 BEST ASST. CHOCOLATES

• Saddle Stitch Leatherette Cabinet
' Chrome Trimmed Plastic Grill
• Black, Brown or Olive..
• Earphone and Battery
'

r

FIRST QUALITY

-

Electric
Blanket
• Double Blanket
• Single Control
• Blended Outer
Shell

41,
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This Week's TV

Hospital Report

-CBS To Broadcast 'Ben Hur' This
Sunday; Hope, Hawn Have Specials

February 9, 1971
ADL'LTS 103
NURSERY 6

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 12, 1971

Baptists Observe
Special Sunday

BOWLING
STANDINGS

The Number-One
Choice is

Many of the churches
Ky. Lake Mess
throughout the Caxunonwealth of
Bowling League
Kentucky will observe Christian
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Education Sunday, February 21, Team
Girl
Herndon i Mrs. 1971.
Baby
Corvette Lanes
60
Patricia Herndon), Rt, 3, Kentucky Baptist sponsor three
Martin Oil Co.
584i 2144
By JACK EXAVEK
starring Goldie Hawn, a study .., eath watch." A gang sells the second half of "Battle Of Murray.
Baptist
senior
colleges: All Jersey
5lit
NEW YORK i UPI) - A four- of the Everglades and a new st kri military weapons to exCollege, Mutual of Omaha
Georgetown
The Bulge."
50
our movie supplying the entire game stow.
DISMISSALS
tr
.
Georgetown, Kentucky, Robert Colonial Bread Co
Because of the extra time
45k4 34',2
rime time entertainment for a Highlights:
,Vtreir
/
's
Mack
1510
Tarry,
Sycamore,
In The Reluctant American" givn "The High Chaparral,"
L. Mills, president; Camp4341 3611
elevision network in one eve.. ....
e r• pri
r it ;4
a NBC's "Boniuna" at 9, a NBC's "The Name Of The Murray, Enos Winchester, Rt. 5, bellsville
College, Camp- lIndsey's
39 41
ang7
SUNDAY
notw English manager of a Game" starts at 9:30 instead of Murray, Robert Etherton, Box bellsville, Kentucky, William R. Mo Go Oil Co.
39 41
This happens Sunday when National Baaketbau Assochi_,
Murray,
Mrs.
Barbara
342.
Scott
igbboring ranch accused the 8:30, thus preempting "Strange
Davenport, president; Cum- Moose Lodge No 2
35 45
MS broadcasts "Ben - 11110,- twin, ABC, 2; Milwaukee - ay. airtwrights
of stealing cattle. Report." The fare is "The Sav- and Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Murray, berland College, Williamsburg, Undue Jeff's
34 46
irestigious Hollywood film of
Patricia
Hopkins,
Mrs.
Rt.
2,
The ABC movie at 9 rescreens age Eye," with regular Robert
Kentucky, J. M. Boswell, Moose Lodge No
33 47
NEW!
959 based on Gen. Lew Wal- -gen _ Hiiii with chareoo ji
's "Fantastic Voyage," Stack in the main assignment. Murray, Master Clifton Pittman, president. One Baptist academy, Fenton & Hodge
32
48
ace's notable novel about a Heston, Stephen goy and Jack la
Murray,
5,
Master
Robert Oneida Baptist Institute, Oneida,
Stephen Boyd and Guest stars are Pete Duel, Jim Rt
Murray Auto Parts
31 49
lew's defiance of the Roman Hawkins, 1908 winner Of 11 R
uel Welch in a science tic- Hutton and Marianna Hill in a Outland, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Nell Kentucky, David C. Jackson, Carroll Tires
29 51
:mpire.
Academy Awards, takes over tt n thriller about a voyage drama about investigation of the Maness, 1717 Murray Ct., M president, and one adult
During the new week NBC on cgs from 7 to 11.
dirough the human body.
filming of a documentary on urray, Willie Litchfield, Rt. 3, preachers school, Clear Creek
High Team Game )HC)
as a Bob Hone hour, a special ABC's 'The FBI" at 8 has
-Tender Predator" is the fare ecology that has stirred trouble Murray, Mrs. Bernice Turner, Baptist School, Pinewille, D. M. All Jersey
1062
14th
S.
Murray,
Mrs.
107
Robbie
a NBC's 'The Boil Ones" at in lumber country.
Aldridge, president.
:
Mo Go Oil
1040
Parrish,
New
Concord,
David Y. Also located in Kentucky and
H. Girl seeks a husband and
The finest feature liens
1017
Morgan, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. supported by all Southern Corvette Lanes
I
A
available for Television
ire
for
an
S
a
ailment.
I
i
SATURDAY
. .
.
"Mission: Impossible" on CBS Mary Lamb, Rt. 1, Benton.
Baptists is the Southern Baptist
High Team Series )HC)
MONDAY. TUESDAY AND
Chassal
. 4
Chrasel S
Clouse! 8
MONDAY
Theological
Seminary
at Corvette Lanes
at
730 has an episode about a
_
2996
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
WEDNESDAY. 10 30 PM
"Words
replaces
NBC
And
McCall,
man
has
Louisville,
Duke
defected
who
K.
behind
Mews; WOW .: Sots_ mean : row : sae,',
C
Fenton &Hodge
2897
w :00
a They're Killed
Weenie
N asic" at 1:30-2 p.m. with the the Iron Curtain with the formupresident. Through the Southern Moose Lodge No 1
2888
7 1 Presterea.Liftmen ingenisGmen,
fi
OrriTilievqentri"
- week "Joe Garagiola's la for a lethal nerve gas.
"
Baptists' program of financial
Thal Girl
emory
Memories
Game."
N
and
Cooperative
Williams
Andy
support,
NBC's
the
hour
at
God Cowls
8 1!=:', tr. °G= "'TAR M.
High Ind. Game SC1
soica SWIe
a sieral knowledge of five studio 7:30 features Jonathan Winters,
SW*
L nn AWItteen
Program, Kentucky's 2-3's of a Bill Egnor
1 rronss
9 .arrN
:::
n
234
Loa
ice contestants are tested the Lennon Sisters, Jo Anne
a
million Baptists support these Dennis Goodwin
A:
: ViShr.i sow%
227
10 1rev Velnr.; foes. pawn, Wittr : *ftor,,, hor.
ci ily.
Worley, Charlie Callas and the
colleges and schools in Kentucky Lyman Dixon
215
"Ram
Perry *awe
"Gunsmoke," CBS, 7:30 of- Friends of Distinction.
Noel.
plus five other seminaries in
Mavis:
11 11=
-11Mock
"Cleavus." Man who accifi
America and scores of colleges
NBC's movie at 830 screens
High Ind. Game ;SC
12 II
Nov* SannWrid tally kills a prospector tries "Ite President's Analyst," starJames Patrick Redmond, of and seminaries all over the Bill Egnor
637
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
himself
pass
off
deas
U
the
ring James Coburn and Godfrey Almo,is one of 1,804 students who world.
.
Dennis Ray Goodwin
11
rimal,* MA
Sunrise Soinssaw
604
6 ,
C
.
Cambridge in a comedy about a completed work for degrees The type of observance con- Jim Neale
579
.7 ,la TinH,c% From lake 114iaz Goo* Shea Te
Thrrte
.
Sloegile
The ABC movie at 9 screens psychiatrist who becomes the during the
first semester at ducted by the individual church
.8 :11•
31;.Lrfr
8:00 PM.TONIGHT
i ells WeegoeckerSrieb.Bii00lSo.
teend eGo.il
11
Lencreat Lea. Secret
's
Valentine's
"The
St.
Day
target of spies because he has Purdue University. Redmond will take the form of a sermon on
High Averages
G,00'
Clam. Neer
assacre," starring Jason acquired veal secrets in work- completed
h
the
Christian
education
by
9 :43:: DT4clopcirsilillie Rale aineG yns PularcitisJawcv Lewis se OM*
Neale
IR
Jim
186
work on the Doctor of
obards and George Segal in ing with the president.
pastor, or th participation of one Dennis Goodwin
182
10 '
:
1
1V&o..
5
*S Pi
i:PWartIMP rlAW
W% '
F:: ,4=
46 .
ti e story of Chicago's prime -Manna- on CBS at 10 has Philosophy in English.
6
Z.=
of the Baptist college or school Don Alsobrook
182
1 1 1tosOrunnor
& Ca :swesinweles
Coisilsr Five
=4.410.ow,
1' 's gangland killing.
an episode in which a star wom- The midyear class showed an presidents, deans, teahcers, or Lyman Dixon
dgN
1W *00000s
Sdnd
181
The NBC movie time is pee- an swimmer is confined to a Increase of more than 4 percent students to share in the ob- T. C. Hargrove
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
181
e rnpted
two specials. Bing wheelchair after a car accident over the 1.609 who completed servance of Christian Education Don Abell
72 1 vraelorissai
Disliw&
Mullins
trnericon
ellandrunil
179
Lo.
Jiftonc
C rosby, Petula Clark and Jo and is the target of threatening their studeis in January, 1970. &relay.
1- 1W111111Impri
1.35115.11LIFIV.,-..
A nne Worley appear with Bob phone calls
2 s gisoleMbstr,:"
The list released by Registrar
Cherry County, Nebraska,
fi ape from 9 to 10. "Pure
VITAMIN D7
WO
=VI
Pre gewtNarsillmfarr
Nelson M. Parkhu'rst included 884 is nearly as large as Connecta3 :I411,.....i,
EN Grin &sec Og:= Taw
Why is vitamin D added to
c 'die" from 10 to 11 stars
students qualifying for advanced Jt arid Rhode Island cOno
PARENTAL DISCIPLINE
milk? Because it helps the body
C Idle Hawn in a song - sketch
blur).
w
"
Vr "W
DARTFORD, England (UPI) degrees.
*NIl
I:1=
use material necessary to
si
cial that features Ruth
Alamo"
-When a truck driver heard
5 1: TwirtHemliassic a ewea Neen :
.
-111. ftrill N S"ris
building bones and teeth
E uul, Johnny Carson, Bob Dishy
his son had crashed his car into The midyear class also inSATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
icalcium
Virginia
and phosphorus) more
has
567
miles
of
a The Muppets.
candidates
for
6 1 ems;
a parked vehicle after a police cluded 880
*1W.. SOK%:Epos; Mew.; S15unsoinaa Meld
coastline.
efficent ly.
Andy *I.NIra
for
and
degrees
60
bachelor's
chase, he decided on drastic
7 1=ta
TUMMY
r riliants
Ntlo=a: 5
=w1We Lp=reacit
i „mirk
associate two-year ) degrees.
Don Knotts' NBC hour at S is action. He took the boy's 12starring Elvis Presley,
year-old
auto
to
8 .
work
13 iiii.'"
and had
"
"
air
/
, Trier Maws
i'15511 "Lots's'
Preempted for "The EverJanuary graduation
The
so 2 Nerale
*Annie
t squashed by a
Yowls Laymen;
20-ton
Julie Adams
g des," documentary about the
Mamba
nue% X Lash
candidates, along with those
bulldozer "to teach him a
10 li,=.1,vgii s...........,
w
aZ
rar
oii
kalizeu.; Sown
Present state of this national
from the 1970 summer session,
PWTT
lesson." Then he buried it in a
753-1275
Park in Florida.
11
Fvirzt
will be eligible to participate in
Per
e.% 550000-gg C.
I
quarry. The boy was fined
*
PRESCRIPTIONS
A SPECIALTY *
ABC's
movie
at
8
30
screens
commencement
119th
the
72 1Az
An =
e
••Tnie gesso Miswirl
We Have It-We Will Get71-Or It Can't Be Had
new "Maybe I'll Cone. 138.441 by a juvenile court.
ceremonies June 13.
1lame In lbe Spring," starring
.1 ackie Cooper and Sally Field
TELEVISION SCHE1X1LE
i a teen-aged girl's conflicts
iwith her family.
IISM-4
IVLAC-5
WSIX4
"NBC rescreens 1968's -MadSUNDAY
igan," starring ichard Wid6•30
Su-u-ise Semester House of Worship I rk, Inger Stevens and Henry
7:00
1 onda in suspenseful New York
Torn & Jerry
Sego Bros.
THURSDAY THRU SuNDAY.
I ty police drama.
7:05 Farm Digest
11 30 PM
7:15 Report
7:30 Discovery
Regular
Stewart
Granger
carPenelope Pistop
World Tomorrow
8:00 Movie
ries the ball for NBC's "The
Carl Tipton
Wonderama
Satellite
830
Torino
Men From Shiloh" at 7:30 in
Chevelle
Jubilee
9:00
"Flight from Memory." Guest
Base Car
$2758.00
Johnny Quest
$2801.00
S21302.00
9:30 Hot Dog
players are Burgess MereLook up & Live ' Cattanooga Cats
Automatic Tans (3-Speed)
216.40
217.00
216.50
10:00 Jambo
dith, Tisha Sterlin and Robert
Oral Roberts
Bullwinkle
Steering
Power
116.25
115.00115.90
10:30 Herald of Truth
Fuller
in
this
drama
of
a
brideFace The Nation
Discovery
Power Brakes (Disc
11:00 Worship
69.60
to-be who is injured while ap70.00
Nevertheless
69.55
Flipper
Fine motion pictures everyone
11:30 This is the Life
parently fleeing from her wedRadio-AM
Pet Set
66.40
Face the Nation
66.00
66.40
will enjoy, but programmed
12:00 Meet The Press
ding.
Animal World
News Cant.
Whitewall Tires (Lowest Priced)
29.15
especially for the insomniacs
32.00
28.15
sumer
Music
12:30 Frontiers of Faith
"Kraft
Hall"
on
NBC
Soul of The City
Wheel Covers (Lowest Priced)
27.35
26.00
26.35
has "Alan King's Wonderful
1.00 Movie
NBA Basketball
NHL Hockey
Air Conditioning
World Of Aggravation-1971" at
388.00
2:00
412.00
407.60
"Case of the
2:30
9. The comedian is assisted by
Chrome Drip Molding
12.95
Std,
N.A.
3:001tie Newsmakers
Imogene Coca, Stiller and MeaWednesday Woman
Cigarette Lighter
4.35
Std.
Std.
Big Valley
3:30 Bob Hope Golf.
ra and Lena Horne in song and
Day/Night
Mirror
7.65
Std.
4:00
Movie
sketch dealing with current
Std.
Spell Down
4:30
TOTAL
annoyances.
$3696.10'
$3739.00'
$3732.45'
Report
500 TBA
"Four - In-One: The PsychiaMore than Satellite
5:30 News
trist" on NBC at 10 has Brenda
Roger Mudd
6:00 Scene at Su
Vaccaro
guest
starring
as
a
Lassie
Johnny Cash
6:30 Disneyland
woman whose sense of inadeHogan's Heroes
7.111asse on manufacturers' suggested retail prices for comparably equipped 2-door models, excluding state and local taxes,
7:00
quacy threatens the safety of
Ed Sullivan
F.B.I.
easier destination and preparation charges. and equipment required by state law.
7:30 Bill Cosby
her children.
. _
Movie
Gila CamPbell
...
Thursday
" ..lifikle Gleason
9'0° Bold Ones
10:00 Scene at Ten
Guests on Flip Wilson's NBC
'liras
News
10:30 Tonight Show
hour at 7 30 p.m. are David
Movie
Perry Mason
FRIDAY. SATURDAY
Frost, Aretha Franklin and
AND SUNDAY, 10:30 PM
MONDAY
Charlie Callas
"Alias Smith And Jones" on
5:45
Country Journal
- mono and Cheveile
When we introduced our new
as if it wered t enough to come
on price
ABC at 7:30 offers "Return To
6:00 Morning Show
News
Satellite we knew we had a
Out No 1 on styling, handling
s well'
6.30
Devil's Hole." A woman cons
Real McCoys
Morning Watch
winner Now Ws,official Be- comfort and all the other criOur new Satellite C'mon
PERRY
Heyes into taking her to his old
7:00 Today Show
Bow
cause goad Test magazine
teria used ;n the ludg no take
mrough and get the deal of the
outlaw hideaway.
8:00
lust named our Satellite '1971
C.aptain Kangaroo
a look at the chart above and
year on the "Car of the Year
Car of the Year"' over some
In "Love, Peace, Brother8:30
see for yourself . . we even
Rargier Room
Mike Douglas
at the right place Our place
Pretty Stilt competition And beat our chief competivon
hood And Murder" on NBC's
9:00 Dish's Place
We'll come through for you
Hazel
"Ironsicie" at 8:30, an avant9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
avwerwarieuume alCHRYSLER
garde theater group's new pro.
10:00 Sale of The Century Family Affair
Gourmet
Television's most famous
*SR"
7.•
Detective-Attorney with a
diction is stalled when a cast
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
That Girl
full
weekend's intriguing plots
member is murdered
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Elevritched
and exciting act
The CBS movie at 9 screens
141:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow World Apart
the
first
hall
Show
of
Noon
1968's
12:00
"Battle ot
News
All My Children
TONIGHT'S EPISODE
The Bulfge," starring Henry
12:05
Singing Cony.
12:30
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal Fonda and Robert Ryan in an
account of this famous World
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing Newlywed Game
starring John Richardson,
War II engagement
130 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
2:00 Another World
Gen Hosp.
Secret Storm
Barbara Steele
FRIDAY
Edge of Night
2:30 Bright Promise
One Life
"The
Returning
High
World
ChaparCorner Pyle
Dark Shadows
3:00 Another
Lucy Show
ral" to the air after preempting
..Gilligan's Island
3:30 Star Trek
it with specials for seven weeks,
Movie
Dan Boogie
4:00
NBC gives the program a two4:30 Wild, Wild West
PAA
hour space instead of the usual
News
5:00
hour, 7 30-930 p.m In "The
Weather
5- 25 News
Newt.'
flew Lion Of Sonora," Gilbert
News
5:30 News
Jeannie
Roland guest-stars as surprise
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Let's Make A Deal heir to the Montoya ranch in
Gunsmoke
6.30 Red Skelton
Mexico as the ne'er - do 'well
Newlywed Game
7,00 Laugh In
brother of the late Don SebasThe Real Game
Here's 1,ury
730
tian Montoya (the story covers
Movie
Mayberry RFD
8 00 Movie
for the death last year of Frank
Doris Daytlf
830
Silvers, actor who had the MonCarol Burnett
900
6 AND 10 PM
toya role from the beginning of
News
News,
10:00 Scene at Ten
series
the
Cavett
Dik
Griffin
Mery
Show
Tonight
10 30
303 So 4th Street
Muray Kentucky
The CBS movie at 9 screens

MAC
TV 5

11:02.860.14:0014

Rim
Fbstival

Dr ,.......r.--...

_

James Redmond
Completes Work
Toward Degree

MAC
TVO5

68040100114614)

4 11.1.4••
.=c

THE
FRIDAY
NIGHT
MOVIE

"rV-.Fre

Tonight
"Tickle Me"

WALLIS DRUG

it *0.'w

P AGE SEVI

PLYMOUTH SATELLITE
our whole new idea in 2-doors

WLAC
TV 5

Raw PI
CHURCE
(Sunday &bac

Morning Wor
given gig Wor

WOW Hal
Bible School .

Vronis to ster•I

Even trig Semi
UNITED

New ''ono

Sunday Schou!
Morning Worn
Cven Inc Wors
/WIRING

Morn tng Won
Training Link
Evening Won
N OATH

Worship Beryl
Evening Recirl

Hwang° or

Morning Won
Tra ,n ing Unic
Evening Won

OAR ORO
PRZIBT1
Sunday Salon
Morning Won
Evening Won

FIRST Cu
'II N
Worship Haw
Evenine
Sem

MA ZAL BA
E. G. WU

it °ratan ....
Training
Evening V or

POPLA II
CI
Routs S

Morning Won
training UnIc
Evening

14 orl
PLJSAA•
PlItEnISTT1
Morning Won
Sundae Night
WATM
5.11.1
SOO Bast
Worship Ser
Wol
MT.

Evening

ult.% CB 1
bout!
Moristag Woe
Worship gory
MiLOOD

Highway 411
Morning Wor
Evening Won

0:1444444014

tate
Show

Roy

Stokes 1
Masse

Indus

Free

Deli

Try Our
(a more

Tonight

$42.90

$36.35

Beatscompetition on
looks and price!

MAC
111$5

086.11.00021)

MASON

"Black Sunday"

For the
right car at the
right price
you've got to

COME TO

B

YLOR MOTORS, INC.
-

14:0000111:141D

Plumbing
Commercial
Repairs
501 is
MI
Rebuilt Ent
Repaired
605 Ma
North

L
North 1:

ox H.
'Th4
24-91,,-Arrol
311 No.

Way
Ye
Sales, Parts,
94 E at

Gro
TONI
Steaks - Cl
Specials: Nis
Wed., Growls

1
Laefirne
Tailpipes
\,••;
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ONION unaitra CHURCH
Sunday OF CHRIST 10:00 am

BKOOKS 8 II %PIM Il•N•LTSD
METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching at 9:30 am. each first
School
and aecond Sundays
Warship Service
Preaching at 11 a.m. on third Sun Evening
Berrien
Preaching at six p.m. on 4th Sun

,
1••••
•If

'

MOW
Allow

..e.eme•

.1.11••••-

••••••

.1eNelce

-116111

ERE PROVIDENCE
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 cm.
/livening Worship .... :30 p m

CHURCH

Mrlitaae r1INTST1eri
citrlitem
WOW Ran - trd 4 Mao)*

a u/Dr

iro

=

LIREIVY VETTED
METHODIST CIFURCX
Worship Service:
11H int. A! 7:00 p.m
011111E11 PLAIN TISTMCH
OF CHRIST

MURRAY CHURCH OP
TEE NAZARENE
South 111th and Plainview
1000 a.in
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Wolin*
TEMPLE HILL
CHURCH
METHODIST
UNITED
Preaching:
First and Third Sunday,id 11 a.m.
Preaching:
a.m.
4th
BVSSELLs CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays 9:10 a.m.
Preaching:
Ind and 4th Sundays at II a.m.

Morning Worship
10:41 am_
Cronin, Worship
7:00 pm.
9730
Wed. Bible Study
7:14 p.m.
1041 am.
IT. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Service
7:SO pm.
401 N. 11th Street
Roy. Martin Mattimrly. poseer
UNITED PENTACONTAL
a_m.,11.am. and
Sunday Mamma:
CUL ELM
4:30
New Concord on Hwy. 444
Sunday School
COLDWATXM UNITED
10:00 a m.
ME I HODIST CM 11.1 RAM
Morning Worship
11:00 a.in
Jim Raker, Pasier
Cvening Vilorahip
7:00 p.m.
First
Sunday
SPRING CREEP BAPTIST
Church School
Morning Worship
11 00 eon
Training Union
7 00 p m.
Evening Worship
0.00 p.01.
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST
NORTRISIDE BAPTIST
Worship Berries .... 10:09
4:10 pmWorship Service
11:00 a.m. Training Onion
Evening Service
7:00 pm.
EYHANITEL laSSIONAZT
BAPTIS1 CEVECII
SINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
Horning Woriiihill • •
CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
sit) p.m.
11:00
Fr:supine Worship
Morning Worship ..
7:10 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
Evening Worship .
1:30 tam.
WEST PORE BAPTIST

is

AND
PM

Sad and

4

LEL

••

POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
011ftSCE
Rents
- Pottertown

Morning Worship

E

Training Union
Leaning V.orshlp . •

•

11:00
1:00 p.m.
0.30 n.m.

Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Ferric.: .. 7:00 P.m.

CHURCH
Swath 11th sad °Ismael* Road

Worship Service . .
Evening Worship •

••

.:NIVERSITY

URACIE BAPTIST CX17111C11
South Ninth Street

is

11:00 a.m.
7:10 p.m.

rnracn

L

Let's say "I love you" to ate least one other
'
person. It is a bright and good day in the

10:30 cm.
600 p.m.

S

RM.

Seleasr seriess Clet..dieet
10:00
Church
School
11:00
Worship Service

PALESTINE UNITED
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth sad Hipis illtreeM
Sunday School at 10 a.m. excel*
Morning Worship
on 3rd Sunday at 11 am.
8:41 & 15:60 a.m. Preaching: let Sunday at 11 a.m.
RIIINSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
3rd Sunday at 10 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:10 plo.
Evening Worship
C117110M
MEMORIAL VAPTIST C1111111C111
Weigh fp Service
• • 9:10 a.m.
Mals Street at ISM
Marsh School
9:40 Lin
Sunday School
10:80 am
Morning Wm./hip
Evening Worship:
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
4:10 min. UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
(Sept -March)
7:110 Pm. Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
(April-Ang.)
6:00 p.m
Evening Viorship
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
ACTTECIII
CHRISTIAN
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
SERVICES
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
17th Street
4:0 p.m
Evening worship
11700 am
Sunday
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
School
Sunday
10:00 rit.M
Sunday School
11:00 a.rn
Morning Worship
SALEM ISAPTIST CHURCH
1:80
liven Mg Worship
Sunday Mho
10:00 a.M.
,
11:00 am
Morning Worship
'evening Worship
7:11

Christian calendar. Every one of us is the
better man because he dares to love. The heart and

FIRST PEES
IAN
111:41 a.M.
CHURCH
Worship Service . .
Cherfos H.aistrett- PAW,
Charon School
9;10 am
Service of Worship .... I I 00 a in
nuAroo RIVER. BAPTIST
Morning Worship .

cannot
tralOove without honoring the principtdiot sacrifice.

CURRY CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 am
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Worship
7 p.m.

the cross belong together. You

....0.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OP CHRIST
M.rrsv-Pstt.r$ews Reed
Sunder Sei1001 ---- 10:00 Am.
Preaching
11:011
.m
00 p
Hymning Service

11. am

livening

Saint Valentine was a Christian martyr, beheaded

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Highway 444, New Concord, Kr.
107 North Fourth Street
George R. lievolarra
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a. m.
Watchtower Study
10 30 a m
Evening Worship
. 6:00 p. M. Bible Lecture Sunday
9 30 am

by Claudius, emperor of Rome about the. year 50 A D.
He loved enough to surrender his life in the

IMMANUEL LUTWERA N
SEVENTH DAT ADVENTIST
CHURCH
CHURCH
15th & Main
11th & Sycamore
Sunday School
9:11 a.m.
.. 1:00 p m
Sabbath School
Morning Worship
10.30 a.ng Worship Ser •
2.00 pm.

service of God. The heart and the cross tell us that God is love, that he loved enough
to give all for us. Will St. Valentine succeed in winning you and me to a genuine

linot Count the cost?

4

D

—

Farmer Ave. and

et's make St. Valentine's Day unanimous.

106 North 16th Street
Morning Worship ..
Evening Worship ..

Clitoral'

NEW Mortar Calmat

Or (Wills?

11:00 a.m.
7:00 P.M

9:41
10:40
6:00 o.M.

MARTINS CHAPEL ONITSIO
METHODIST
11:00 A.M

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF 0430

WAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.Z. CHURCH
id Ems Mulberry Street

ey,

~IF

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
10:46 am.
Evening Worship
1:4141 pat;

oratilp Service
Sunday night

Selhool

Bible
Worship Hour
.
Ilivsning Worship

16th

Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Pnsaching......11:00 a.m.

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PREsBYTICRIAN CRUItt X

lends,

CHURCH OF J11611US CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
and Sycamore
Services held at
NEW CON COED
10:00 am
Sunday School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
GALVA'S! VIAINLZ insist
!Mk class..
•0
0:1
ershairemn
, 1110
,
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF GOD Wrvenoreinemp avrop
Cherry &
•
10:00 A.M.
sunder School
GROWS
11:00 A.M.
Morning Worship
BAPTIST CIIURCIII
7:30 P.M.
Branlag World,
Sunday School ..
1000 a.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
Worship 11700 a.m and 700 p.m
CHURCH
THE CHURCH OF =era
119 Loan Ave.
OP LATTER-DAY
Sunday School
18•17ITS
Worship, . 7
Evening
Sunday
Meeting held in the white chapel
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
OF CHRIST
METHODIST CHURCH
South leth Street
(1Permerty Neer Hoes sad

O1•Nbp, womb* -- MINIUM

cumnsimmen

Tiorship
11:00
Training
•• 6:30 pan.
Evening V. rshin .. • 7.30 ti.m.

a.m.

10:00 a.m.
11:00 sip.

Lai
Sunday
Pearth Sunday
-•
,
Wonehl
,5.
Sunday School .... 10:46 a.m.
7th al Poplar
CHURCH or UHRIPT

10 AIL
P.M.

LIBERTY
PRESBYTERIAN

IL

10:00

'mead School
111111111111
Winship her'ice
Third Sunday.
F:

ULM

•

HAZEL BJLITIlig CHURCH
R. Wineheet.r, Pastor

WETNIODaST CHURCH

Pinot flenday:
lintsilar School

Chestnut

OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND Morning Worship
11:v0
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Trainnig Union
41:00 pm.
10:00 a m. Evening Worship
Sunday School
11:110
11 :00 am
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening 'Worship
LOCUST GROVE
:00 p.m. CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Kirkery. Kentucky
'11 N. Fifth Street
Morning Worship
11:00
Kunday Night Service
Worship H3ur
1080 a.m.
7'00 p.m
Even Inc Service
700 pm.

TYP

CRUNCH
Taut and Third
Sundays:
10:00 a m
School
Sonday
Worn log Eler, los . . 11 :00 am.
ilecood and Fourth Sundays: cm
Am p.m.
▪ day School
107:011
Walsh*
Service
LYNN GROVE
METHODIST CHURCH
That and Third Sundays:
9:46
Worship Service
10:46
illeaday
School 'Sunday
limend
and Fourth
:
.
a.m.
animalw .... 10:00
mSiangas
°min.womb
•
41
OltLIII CARP ONtrinvir

Sundays at 11:90

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
Main & Broach Streets
9:10
Sunday School
1020 a.m
Morning Worship .
Holy Communion, Each Third
Sunday at 10:30

10:00
11:041

worship Service

f
ir
g

110111XEN METHODIST

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching at 7 p.m. on lit & 3rd
Sundays
Preaching at 11 am. on 2nd Sun
Preaching at 9.30 a.m. on 4th Sun.

Bible School
Worship Service

El

NORM PLEASANT GIOVIL
OUXIMALAND PILESHT TR E.
CHURCH
10:00 a m
banal
11.00
Worship

BETHEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching II am on lit & 4th Sun.
Preaching 6:30 p.m. on 2nd Sunday
Preaching 9:30 a.m. on 3rd Sunday

CNURCK

MI

10:60 a m
II:30 pm.

The best text for

St. Valentines Day is John 3:16.

Stokes Tractor 8 Implement Co.

'...,... S......

Shady Oaks

•wai...., 14...........
731 - fort Wet*, Titus

Ile.

tr--.

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Ktothicke rrial ekieltem

Southside Restaurant

"It's Finger Lickin' Good”
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101.

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Ream Facilities
for Churches. Clubs and All Social Meetings
So Side Manor Shopping Center
753 3M12

'
..

One
Ned

-1,

MOBILE HOME COURT
Mayfield Highway 121
Phone 753 5209

A '

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

A Friend

Carroll Tire Service

A Choice Selection

of Relishes - Salads Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy 641 Nartt,
Phone 75.3 2700

-

Your

Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service

30
(
ig00

Repairs & Installation — Gas 4 Sewer
501 N. 4th
Phone 753-6168

Phone 753-1489

Murray, Livestock Company
Sals Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. • Ph. 7S3-S334
Wm. E. Dodson, Owner

4 41-7-,

Ali- Shopping

Bel

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 75.3 4424
605 Maple Street
Phone 753 2221
North 12th (reel

PM

Phone 7.",a

Chestnut

818:

Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th 8i Chestnut
Phone 753-2997

Center

Ward 8 Elkins
(13tik
, Your

Happy Shopping Store
114 Si) 5th
753-3773

Hoos Brought Daily

D41041)

Commercial Refrigeration

.
,„,...

Trenholm s Drive-in
Storey's Food Giant

Uni-Royal Tire Dilater

iBloi.k E. of S 12th

1105 Pogue

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heating and

Heating
Service Through Knowledge

Air Conditioning -

802

Colonial House Smorgasbord

'non"

Boone's Incorporated
% .
The Cleaner That. Aiderstasil lie You

Randy Thornton Service Co.

RCA Victor
403 Maple

Maytag
Phone 753 4832

- Frigidaire -

issmossamemisslair

Motors
II American
- Coin 8 Treas Motor Sales
AllibassadOr - Rebel - Hornet - Gremlin

*7''
‘,......
..}
-,—.

Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 75.3 6448

----=----Tar

Shirley Florist
Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St
753 3251

loveH Brothers
/=--'---\
Your Gulf Oil

Guilt

South 2nd

Dunn TV & Appliance
Dist.

Phone 753-3571

‘:7

Sales and Service
Tappan - Whielonnl
118 South 12th
Phone 753-3037
Admiral -

_

Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th Street

Phone 753-2221

-

- Guy Spann
• , ... Real Estate Agency
A

ax H. Churchill Funeral Home

IDE

24

'The Friend's, Funeral Home"
Hr Ambulance Service
Oxygen Equip,ieJ
ill 5,, 4' ii Strutt
['hunt
, 753 46

Beveling At Its Best —

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing

518 W. Main

A
10t5

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Phone

Murray Sport 8 Marine
718 South 4th

Boat Motel

Fins Food
$10.00

1415 Main Street

Phone

753

2202

753 7724

1

Ph. 753-7400

Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Roberts

per month. 14 ft.

Boat

Complete Service Shop
Peck.sUpholstery Shop

Palace Drive-In

A'Friend

Five F'oints

Phone 753 7992

Roberts Realty

William A Jones. Owner 15 Years Experience.
Furniture Upholstered - We Pick Up & Deliver
Phone
54 So. 4th
753-4912

Phone 753-1651

505

W. Main - Nite 753-3924

Hendon's Service Station
./
Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products
No 4th Street

rdson.

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine
Your .110inson
Motors Dealer
. Complete
sumo..
Sales.Ports. Service
seating
94 E. at Murray Bait Co.

Phone 753 3734

Grecian Steak House
TOM .V\ Dli EWS YOUR .HOST
Steaks - Chops - SeLfood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Men., SielOin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Ste ii
Wed., Ground Sirloin • Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
5o 12th Est. 641 Call In Orders to 733 4419

Beal's Tune-Up 8
Carburetor Service
Lifetime

Muffler

Installation & Service
For Can snd B
.
\off-1., :7 •Iy,c.
I.

Tailpipes MA* to cheer

4

1

Compliments of

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
... Grain

tiohness Ellis, Mgr.
Phone

A Friend

Division—.
E. W Outl- md. Supt,
711 8220

Jas D. Cleglin • Dtv

Freed Cothinn Co., Inc.

Member FDIC
Phone 75.3 3231

Complete Banking Service -

500 Main
Branch

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
-.
"For All Your
Murray. Ky.

Peoples Bank of Murray-Ky.
Office'So. 12th di Story

353_6055

Comphinents of

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Illuildlelg Blocks &
East

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
I . limit. 753 - 5012

.

Heating - Sheet Metal - Air ConditIoning
8th at Chusinul , Phone 753 4832

Sflolor'S Auto Repair

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
V.ed Cars — Minor Repairs
Day 7,3-541412
N ig ht 15.1-1.5411

.!09 South

7th

Phone 753

_Phase...7531540

A Complete Line of Groceries
The Best In Fresh Meats

1751

Neal Starks

.112 nim Slum'.

Phone 753 5652

Sam Calhourt•Plumbing-Electric

MOBIL
HOME SALES
Sales and Service
Specialize in Double Wide
Mobile

We
.-i Nii. Ninth til \liltraN tin (p.4,1

Main Street

Ready Mix Concrete

Alexander's
... Help Yourself Store

Fertilizer Needs"

Mini. 7-i.l 1933

Phone 753 1721

Homes
ph 731 6734

l'

Sales and Service
2fi5 Nee it'

ni 7;; .-0i2

Strev:t
'4

,

rikAtorr‘r_2_117
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'Morning after' pill

Occupational Safety Act Is Now Public Law

11111.11talliTh111111111111/

12, 1971

;
On December 29, 1970, the review by U. S. Courts of Ap- standards developed under the
Act.
President signed into law the als.
3. The establishment of a
Occupational Safety and Health
In the event an inspection
Act of 1970. The Act authorizes discloses an imminent safety or National Commissionon State
he Federal Government to set health danger, the Secretary is Workmen's Compensation Laws
and enforce occupational safety authorized to seek an injunction to undertake a study and
UTRECHT. THE NETHERLANDS (UPI). The "morn-.
and health standards applicable in a U. S. District Court to evaluation of such State laws
:ing•after" contraceptive pill is safe but it is advisable to:g
o businesses affecting interstate restrain the violation. The Court with a report to the President and
use it within 36 hours rather than 48 hours after
intercourse, according to a Dutch gynecologist.
commerce. The Act becomes may prohibit employees from Congress by July 31, 1972.
Dr. A. A. Haspell said only two of 800 women who
effective on April 28, 1971.
entering the premises where the 4. Provision for an Assistant
the pill-to be taken five days in succession-beStandard-Setting-The
imminent danger was found. The Secretary of Labor for Occame pregnant.
Secretary of Labor is required to Act authorizes civil penalities for cupational Safety and Health.
lie said in one of the pregnancy cases consumption of
promulgate as soon as possible, violations and criminal penalties "The new Occupational Safety
;the
pill had only begun after 46 hours, indicating the
and
Health
Act,
which
will
affect
years
and within two
from the for willful violations resulting in
margin of 48 hours originally accepted for effective use
every
family
aand
virtually
effective date of the Act, existing death.
••
may have to,be cut to 36 or even 24 hours.
"national consensus standards" State-Federal
Relations- every business in Kentucky, goes
said the minimum of 2.5 milligram proposed
He
and
-established Federal States which desire to set and into effect April 28 of this year,"
•.•
originally, many have to be upped one milligram, as thet
. • ,„"
standards,"
unless he determines enforce their own occupational according to a regional official of
second pregnancy case, involving minimal doses, indicat-t
.
that those standards will not safety and health standards may the U. S. Department of Labor in
,
ed.
inprove safety and health of submit plans for State ad- Atlanta.
•
He warned, however, the pill is to be considered an
Basil
A.
Needham,
regional
employees.
"emergency" solution because in many of the control
ministration to the Secretary of
cases the menstruation cycles were altered-9 per cent
At any time after the effective Labor ,,for approval. The administrator of the Labor
date of the Act, the Secretary Secretar'y is authorized to make Department Workplace Stan- *:shortening and 14 growing longer. Long-term after-effects
•
are improbable he said, as the same substance has been:
may promulgate new standards, grants to States to assist in the dards Administration, said that
MICHAEL BOWMAN Planting trees on his farm at Pottertown.
or modify or revoke any existing identification of their needs in regulations and standards are 'used-in other dosages-to protect pregnancies.
standards, with the assistance of this area, the development of currently being formulated for
by plans, and the improvement of the benefit of employers and
committees,
advisory
t,he
following
procedures the administration of their oc- workers alike.
This vital legislation is occupational disease, Needham
By Fella C. Perrin
specified in the Act. The cupational safety and health "Meanwha, copies of the law designed to reduce the national said.
and a fact sheet are currently toll of 14 thousand killed and over ;.U. S. Department of Labor
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
Secretary may also promulgate la as.
available at all offices of the U. S. two million injured on the job offices in Kentucky are located in
temporary
emergency
standards
Responsibility
of
the
DepartMichael Bowman has been planting trees on his farm at Pottertown for the last two years. .if he determines that employees ment of Health, Education and Department of Labor," Needham every year. It, also, includes Frankfort, Louisville
and
He will complete planting all of the gullied, poor, and non-productive land on his farm this
are exposed to grave dangers Welfare-The Act authorizes the repOrted.
psrovisions to protect against Lexington.
spring.
from toxic or physically harmful Secretary of HEW, in conBy planting these acres of non-productive land, Michael will not only improve his land, he
agents or new hazards. The sultation with the Secreatry of
will stop all of the soil erosion from his field, that is now leaving his farm and polluting the
Secretary is authorized to grant labor and other agencies, to 4.4.4.4.4.*++++++4,44-1•44.4.++.1.4.44.4.+4.4
streams.
,
temporary variances from conduct research, experiments,
Every acre of trees that is planted in Calloway County, will improve our environment
standards to give an employer and demonstrations relating to
accordingly;
-strffittlent-- time to carte into oeciiriat iona1 "Safet and health,. to
' According‘O the recently pubrtshed Soil Conservation Needs Inventory of Kentucky,
compliance. Variances may be develop criteria for the establishCalloway County has 2,350 acres of land that is now being used for crops and pasture that
granted without time limits if the ment of occupational safety and
43
should be planted to trees.
Secretary finds that an employer health standards, .to publish
''The local A.C.P. Committee is now receiving applications to cost-share for tree plaritime
is using safety measures which dataton occupational illness and
this spring" according to 011ie Hall, chairman.
are as safe-as those required in a to conduct inspections necessary
The Soil Conservation Service and Forestry Service will assist you in planning your Tree
standard. Adversely affected to carry out these responPlanting Program and in placing your order for tree seedlings.
parties may seek judicial review sibilities. These functions will, to
Ineta=====s of standards promulgated by the the extent feasible, be performed
by the new National Institute for
;ecret ary..
Safety and Health
Occupational
31 lives, resulted from a coal
mine explosion on Wooton,
an which this Act establishes in the
Eaforremeat-Following
on Dec. 30.
inspection, the Secretary or his Deriartment--OT HEW; --representative is authorized to Other provisions Of -the Act
issue a citation to an employer include
direct
MY-violations of. the Act. Em- I. The authorization of
businesses to
loans
to
small
ployers will have 15 days to
complying with he
contest the citation, or any assist them in
NEWYORK,
N.Y.,- the same as the previous year'ssafety and health
proposed penalty, by appealing to occupational
Americans began the decade of approximately 14,200. (About
required under the
the Occupational Safety and standards
the 70's on an auspicious note, as 3,300 of these deaths re included
Act.
Health or vacate the Secreatry's
the accidental death toll in 1970 in the estimate of motor vehicle
The requirement that
43
dropped sharply, according to fatalities mentioned above.) The The American Quarter Horse action, or to direct other ap- 2.
Federal agencies conduct ocpropriate
relief.
Orders
of
the
Metropolitan Life Insuranee toll from injuries in and about the Association, the world's largest
cupational safety and health
Company.
home was slightly,less than the equine registry, started the new Commission are subject to programs Consistent
with
Accidents in 1970 caused an 27,000 recorded for 1969.
decade with records being set in-.
approxn
est imaitol;
l.113,000 deaths- Catastrophic accidents- all facets of the world-wide
2,000 fewer than accidents taking five or more organization during 1970.
in 1969-for a drop of under 2 lives--cost about 900 lives in 1970, Registrations for owners
of
percent from the '69 total, inure than 400 fewer than the American Quarter Horses in
this
reported the statisticians of corresponding figure for 1969. and 41 other countries
totaled
Metropolitan
Life.
The This toll also represents an ap- 90,877 which represents an inprovistional mortality rate from preciably lower figure than the crease of 37 per cent over 1969.
accidents in the year just ended annual average for the past This brings the total
registration The U. S. Department of about 4.0 per cent higher than for
was about 55.5 per 100,000 decade in the United States figure to well over
700,000, exannounced the the 1970 crop.
population, compared with 57.0 excluding Alaska and Hawaii). ceeding the combined total Agriculture today
In referendums hele in
national
amounts
of
the
43
recorded for 1969. This estimate Seven major catastrophies, each registered by the other leading
acreage February 1970, 93.8 per cent of
marketing
and
miotas
would put the rate for 1970 at the of which caused 25 or more equine associations.
43
fire-cured
of
producers
the
allotment's for the 1971 crops of
lowest level since 1964.
deaths, were experienced in 1970. Tranfers of ownership, the Kentucky-Tennessee fire-cured tobacco are 93.2 percent of the
43
A sharp drop in the death toll In the aggregate, they resulted in
barometer of activity within the and dark air-cured tobaccos.
producers of dark air-cired
43
from motor vehicle accidents 254 deaths, reported the industry;'
'wasp 17.6-.-per cent For the 1971 crop of Kentiocky- voting favored continuation of
was largely responsible for the statisticians.
over 1969. The transfer total was Tennessee fire-cured t types 22 marketing quotas on the 1970-72
overall decrease in accidental
107,475, another new record.
and 23 tobacco, USDA an- (Tops.
Most of the major categories of
deaths last year, noted the
The beginning of the new nounced a national- acreage
statisticians. Motor vehicle catastrophes-civil aviation, decade also sai-v the
177-Year-Old Contempt
formation of allotment of 27,298 acres. The
vehicle,
natural
fatalities decreased by 1,100(or 2 motor
Limitation Abolished
the American Junior Quarter 1970 allotment was 27,170 acres.
percent too about 55,300 in 1970. catastrophes, military aviation, Horse
The Court of Appeals has inAssociation
as
the
allotments
Acreage
for
most
"This is the first drop since 1967 water transportation-recorded youngsters
held theirFirst farms will be the same in 1971 as validated a Kentucky statutory
and by far the greatest decline in substatntial declines in fatalities Annual Conventionin
limit on severity of punishment
Amarillo in in 1970.
from
the
1969
levels.However,
43
12 years," a, Metropolitan
August. Presently, nearly 4,000 For dark air-cured Hypes 35 imposed in contempt of court
spokesman said. Preliminary the toll from fires and explosions youth from
cases.
35
states
and
the
and
36
tobacco,
a
national
data indicate that this decrease was about equal in 1970 and 1969, province of
a
4
Quebec, Canada, acreage allotment of 11,404 acres The ruling was a side effect of a t
, in motor vehicle deaths plus an while catastrophic deaths in have joined
"
AJQHA. Past was announced for 1971. The 1970 decision upholding a contempt
43
increase in the volume of travel mines and quarries were slightly President Lee Berwick,
St. allotment was 11,304 acres. conviction o a Bath County man
resulted in a sudden dip in the greater in 1970.
Joseph, Louisiana, called the Acreage allotments for most by Fayette Circuit Court for his
In civil aviation, the nation's
death rate to about 5 per 100
to testify about an
event the greatest moment in the farms will be about the same in refusal
Sib
million vehicle miles traveled, scheduled airlines set a safety history of the Ainerican Quarter
alleged kidnapping last year.
1971
as
in
1970.
43
representing the fourth con- record in 1970. Not a single Horse since the Association was
upholding
the
punishment
In
For
some
farms
on
which
the
secutive annual decline and the passenger lost his life on a cer- founded in 1540.
tobacco acreage history in recent meted in the case, the high court
lowest rate ever in this measure tificated route domestic flight. The AJQHA will
hold its First years has been substantially ruled unconstitutional the state's 414
of the motor vehicle hazard.
Junior Finals Show and Second below the farm's allotment, the 1854 law that limits a court to a
Fires and explosions, mostly in
Public accidents, other than
Annual Convention in Dallas in 1971 allotment iit-Kentocky- $30 fine or 24-hour jail sentence as
those involving motor vehicles, private homes and apartments,
August of this year.
Tennessee fire-cured ,and dark the penalty for contempt.
also figured prominently in the were responsible for almost oneMore Quarter Horses compete air-cured ( types 35 and 36i Such a limit may not have been
decreased death toll from all third of the catastrophic deaths in at more shows, in more places,
tobacco will be reduced more-in a material interference with
types of accidents combined, 1970. Civil aviation and motor
before more people than do all line with plantings, as provided judicial junction for the past 117
41
vehicles
each
caused
apdropping to 20,000-about 1,000
years that it, has been in effect,
other breeds of horses combined. by law.
less" than the figure for the proximately one-fifth of the total There. were
1,520 AQUA sanc- As in the past, a small acreage the court said, "But times have
loss of life, while natural
previous year.
43
tioned shows for adults last year of each of these kinds of tobacco changed...
The number of job-related catastrophes-hurricanes,
in the U. S. and Canada, a gain of has been reserved to establish "Dollar and time limits
" fatalities in 1970 remained about tornadoes,
floods,
etc,.06 per cent. Additionally, there allotments for farms having no suitable for the previous century }).
accounted for nearly one-eighth
were 1,249 approved youth shows, tobacco history during the past 5 are not adequate for the conof the 1970 catastrophic fatalities.
up 3.6 per cent. 'The total number years, for correcting errors and ditions of today."
Accidents
in
military
avaition,
1•• ••i CORRECT
41
of entries was 250,102, an in- for adjusting inequities.
mines and quarries, and water
crease
of
3
per
cent
over
1969.
The
level
of
price
support
for
TIME
transportation contributed to the
Next to the youth movement, the 1971 crop will be announced
of the remainder.
43
TEMPERATURE majority
Quarter Horse racing has soon. The 1970 crop was sup*Giant Houndstooth on the go in our versatile tour
Of
the
seven
major
DAY OR NIGHT
probably been the greatest boom proted at 46.6 cents per pound in
catastrophes experienced in 1970,
two involved accidents M civilian to the industry. 1970 was no ex- the case of fire-cured tobacco and
*piece pant suit from Nardis. Elegant simplicity
ception as the number of races 41.4 cents per pound in the case of
aviation: THE CHARTERED
increased 12.9 per cent to 7,438. dark air-cured tobacco. Under
JETLINER CRASH ON Nov. 14
41
*abounds with the long vest and toss about scarf to
in Huntington, WVa., resulting The total mutuelhandle took a existing legislation, the level of
cent
to
healthy
jump
of
12.5
per
the
support
for
1971
crop
will be
in 75 deaths, the heavies toll of
of
*quicken the pace of this country rustic feeling with 41
the year; and the chartered plane $102,858,245 with the gross purse
Murrat. Kent
•
crash that occurred near Silver standing at $9,427,886 for an in:the pants or skirt. Custom_ tailored of .15% Linen,
Plume, Colo., on Oct..2, claiming crease of 11.4 per cent. The
+
number of starters for Quarter
Horse racesin 1970 was 10,487, up.
Tired of Your Own Cooking?
*85% TreVirae polyester. Colors of Brass or 131116..
9.5 per Amt.
41
YOU TAK NiCHANCE WHEN YOU
tab
The-Assaeiation will-hoki
tern:
ivTRADE
WITH
..
3ind Annual Convention March 8*Sizes 8 to 18.
10 in Mexico City,
4'

Time limit cut
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Now Is The Time To Order Trees -
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Dark Tobacco Allotments
For 1971 Crops Reported
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Mayfield Fe
Total head 192.
weeks ago, $8.00
US 1-2 36-45 lbs.
US 1-2 46-55 lbs.
US 1-2 56-69 lbs.
US 1-2 70-89 lbs.
US 1-2 90-100 lbs
US 3 56-65 lbs.
Boars
36-45 lbs. $23.75
56-69 lbs. $21.25
70-89 lbs. 822.00
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PARKER FORD INC.,
753-473

Murray, Ky.

LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business" IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

HONG KONG WM- International aircraft movements
at the, Kai Tak Airport totaled
40,318 during the fiscal' year
1969-70. an increase of 16.9
per rent over the - preceding
year.
Pas4,,etigerti 'reached a
record total of jii4 *hort of .2
millii n, a '28.1 per cent
ream..

HAZEL CAFE
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NIGRRAY, KENTUCKY

2 1971

farm Agency Plans New
Environmental Program
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Development of the 1971 Rural Hunter said they would be to
Environmental Assistance improve the quality of life for all
Program I REAP) in Kentucky people by preventing or abating
will get underway immediately, environmental pollution,
according to officials of the State providing the maximum public
Agricultural Stabilization and benfit, and conserving the land
Conservation Service who have and related natural resources so
just returned from Columbia, as to assure their "continuing,
South Carolina, where they met ability to produce the food and
with Washington officials to learn fiber necessary for the maindetails of this conservation cost- tenance of a strong, healthy
sharing program of the U. S. people and economy, and to
provide for wildlife, open space,
Department of Agriculture.
Attending the
Columbia landscape beauty, and outdoor
meeting from Kentucky was recreational opportunities."
State ASC Committeeman Paul Earlier this month, Secretary
L. Fuqua, Hardinsburg, Ken- of Agriculture Clifford M. Hardin
tucky. Attending from the State said REAP "will be used to hlep
ASCS Office at Lexington were: preserve our environment,
Homer V. Yonts,State Executive demonstrate good environmental
Director, Roger H. Karrick and enhancement practices, and
Roger W. Thorns, Program return more public benefits at
Specialist.
less public cost."
Kentucky's share of the $150 State ASC Committeeman
million national REAP ap- Fuqua said the Rural Enpropriation is $4,478,000. At the vironmental Assistance Program
meeting, the State delegattion offers a way through which
was told that it is essential that farmers can join in communitythey develop a "REAP in- wide efforts in conservation and
vestment plan that will serve as environmental protection.
the basis for using the program's Costs will be shared with
allotted funds to help solve the farmers in projects to prevent or
urgent conservation
and abate
agriculture-related
pollution problems in your pollution of water, land, and air
State." The 915eaker was Ray for community benefits. OtherHunter, Director of the ASCS projects will help reduce the loss
Conservation and Land Use of agricultural soil, water,
Programs Division.
woodland, or wildlife resources
In outlining the goals of REAP, and will help assure efficient
multipurpose use in providing an
adequate supply of food, fiber,
forest products, water, wildlife,
open space, and outdoor
recreational opportunities.
Mayfield Feeder Pig Saie. Farmer-elected County ASC
Total head 192. Compared to two Committees will
administer
weeks ago, $8.00 higher.
REAP,operating under a locallydeveloped program. Fuqua
US 1-2 36-45 lbs. $26.50
explained that the State
US 1-2 46-55 lbs $25.25
Development Group will first
US 1-2 56-69 lbs $23.00
establish the State-wide REAP
US 1-2 70-89 lbs. $12.00
guidelines and provisions. County
US 1-2 90-100 lbs. $21.75
Development Groups will then
US 3 56-65 lbs. $20.00
set up their programs within the
Boars
State provisions including
36-45 lbs. $23.75
practices they determine as
56-69 lbs. $21.25
needed from their 1970 program.
70-89 lbs. $22.00
At both State and county levels
the development groups will
consult with environmentzl and
Derby, Fort Harrod
civic leaders.
Birthday Plans Begin , REAP, FORMERLY KNOWN
A new commission officially AS THE Agricultural Conbegan the task of planning servation Program (ACP),
celebrations of the 200th an- provides for Federal cost-sharing
niversary of the founding of Fort of beneficial conservation
Harrod and the 100th running of practices with farmers, but has
•the Kentucky Derby in 1974.
been restructured to place
The Kentucky Historical greater emphasis on those
Events Celebration Commission, agricultural practices which will
created by the 1970 legislature, contribute the most to enalso will plan Kentucky's vironmental improvement.
celebration of the 200th an- A major consideration in
niversary of th U.S. Declaration authorizing cost-sharing, parof Independence in 1976.
ticipants in the Columbia
At
the
commission's meeting were told, will be the
organization meeting at the resulting public benefits of the
•Capitol last week,.. Governor conservation practices installed
Nunn said the 1974 and 1976 ob- by farmers.
servances "must create new
Dates for REAP signup will be
origins and patterns of visitation announced soon after the
and spending that will, once and development meetings by the
for all, establish Kentucky as the State and County ASC Comcultural
and
recreational mittees.
heartland of mid-America..."
The two-day meeting at
A feasibility study completed Columbia was one of five similar
last year suggested several meetings held in other parts of th
special tourism projects to be county during January. Other
considered by the commission, meetings were held at Boston
including reactivation of Fort iJan. 14 and 15); Phoenix (Jan.
Boonesborough, a recreational 18 and 19); Salt Lake City (Jan.
riverfront mall in Louisville nd a 21 and 22); Columbia, S. C.(Jan.
sportsman's park for the Lake 25 and 26) and Kansas City. Mo.
Cumberland area.
(Jan. 28 and 29.).

Federal State
Market Report
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The people we lend monerto
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers
Nobody else And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That Way, they tell us
what to do-They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
-who need— and use—our 'trek*.„So we
know all about their special money needi:7
StirPlies, equipment, maintenance, extra
medical bills, educational expenses.
ssl And we know how to tailor repayment proit grams to- their production and income.
13 I
Talk over your money needs— any season of the year—with a seasoned money
pro the man at PCA

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753 5802
305 North 4th Street

plate Your Set
of

Montrose Flatware
NOW!
their
AT LAOS DOOR — U.S. troops await orders at
heavy tank at a staging area near Lang Vei, South•Vietnam. This is two miles from the Laotian border.

SERVING PIECES

only $199
with a '25" Deposit to
-Is- 20-yeg pl
'a risk _for_ mariiage?—...._

Your Blue Chip Savings

+it

Account

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Do you think a man who has been
promiscuous for 90 years can ever reform? My 22-year-old
niece has just become engaged to a 37-year-old man who, by
his own admission, has been with so many women, he lost
count long ago. This isn't just talk because this is a small
town and his reputation is well-known.
He now says he is tired of running around and wants to
settle down with a nice girl and become a respectable filthily
man. My niece is fully aware of his past, but is willing to
accept his word that he will change. My question is, can he:
change even if he wants to?
He is a very successful professional mat and could give
her all the material advantages, but I wonder if it's worth I
the risk. My niece says she will give serious consideration hr
your opinion or that of any readers who may ba'-e had
DUBIOUS
experience along this line.
DEAR DUBIOUS: If you're asking whether It's possible
for a man who has been swinging for 20 years to "settle
down," the answer is yes. Is it worth the- risk? That's for
your niece to decide. (There is always w"risk." He could be
a poorer risk if he Just came out of a monastery.) Ai, opinion, and the experience of others, won't help your nie,
,
:
0Pri
are like snowflakes. Each one is different.
DEAR ABBY: Tell me if I am out of line. My n.
law thinks I am too "overprotective" ofsmy -3-year-oa,
who happens to be her -only grandchild. Here is a
visit:
When the grandparents come, the child_ is vi
attacked at the front door, smothered with kisses and
around like a sack of potatoes. I wouldn't mind if it wc
a greeting, but the wild kissing and tossing continu,
the child cries. Then Grandma reprimands him for cr
If I rescue him occasionally I am accuaed of beini
protective, and "spoiling her fun." Since when
tease a crying child?
Ilse child -gets along fine with his grandfathe
approaches him slowly or waits for„,Lhe boy to come t
What's wrong with Grandma? Or am I
-s
NO TOWNT PLE A • r
DEAR NO TOWN: No, Grandma is. Someone she
her to control her enthusiasm. Appeal to Grin-ape si.,
shows better sense. If that fails. you tell Grandrrespectfully as you can.

6
ICE TEA
SPOONS
Only $199
with a '25" Deposit to

1
4.
,

Your Blue Chip Savings
Account

STILL OFFERING
la

DEAR ABBY: I am a psychotherapist-who is pr.
.e
working with a young woman who had precisely,
problem as was expressed by "Jessica's Mother."
My patient also had a boy friend who cried when s't.,• .lid
she didn't want to marry him.. He cried again when th,.
mother talked with him, and he told her he-would kill )11:1 ,1f
if the- girl didn't_marry. him.
The mother urged her daughter to marry him to "keep
the peace," and so they were married. The five years they
spent together were pure hell for the girl. Can yoti imagine
being married to a crybaby for five years?
Of course, my patient blames her mother for talking her
into the marriage, and she blames the, young man for
trapping her with such a pathetic performance. If there is
any "blame" to be fixed, it's the girl's own fault-.
Now that her divorce is final, she is being treated for
stomach ulcers and an emotional breakdown. Sonic people
have a hard time learning that they themselves must make
the major decisions of their lives, and they khotddn't allow
themselves to be talked into anything to "keep the peace" or
to stop someone from crying. Respectfully yours,
A DOCTOR
CONFIDENTI&L TO "AT WITS ENO": It scema Inconceivable to me .that a registered nurse would be
'",---"•ashamed" to tstelievtirite-to-tbe- dortbr• wittr-recutriegt pinworms. Quit treating the boy With overilie-counter drags
and get the child to the doctor! 'Pinworms are not the
"sign" of a dirty house.)
What's your problem' You'll feel better if yras get it oft
year chest. Write to ABBY. Boa 69700, Is .Angeles. Cal.
MSC For a persoaal reply raciest yiernped. addresiedeavelope.
For Abby's booklet. "Hew to Have a Lovell Wedding."
,,,end SI to Abby. Box 6970. los'Aingetee. Cal.

BUTTER KNIFE

6-Piece
Place Setting
FREE

and

SUGAR SPOON

FREE!!
—with a '25' Deposit to Your
Blue Chip Savings ( after you
have received -6 place settings).

When you open a New Blue
Chip Savings for '25" or more...
or add '25" or more to your
existing Blue Chip Savings
Account.

••••••-t.

EOPLES BANK
Murray-,-- Ky.

Member of
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Master
Master
Commissioner's Commissioner's
Sale" ---- Sale

Cook Calls
For Change
In Daylight

NOTICE OF SALE
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Through first linsey clout.
THE
NOTICE
OF
SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF
continues.
records
As historical
legend, recollection, and
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
historical vignette, the name, Ann soon taught and had all the
KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit Court,Murray Lumber Company
DES MOINES, IOWA
Ann McGinty, is still remem- women in the forst spinning,
Court,
Plaintiff
(UPI): The Iowa Supreme
sewing
and
dyeing,
weaving,
bered today. But what is even
Bank Of Murray Plaintiff,
VERSUS
Senator Marlow W. Cook ( RCourt, ruling that defense
more significant, the important garments for their families. She
Lowell Clyde Willoughby, Jr. and Kyi Monday introduced a bill to
VERSUS
of property does not warwork this remarkable and. also taught them how to braid
Larry W. Nance and ex-wife, Barbara K. Willoughby, husband amend the Uniform Time Act of
rant the infliction of seritalented pioneer woman began rugs from corn shucks, how to
Janet L. Nance; Gussie Houston and wife Lee Rogers and Clifton 1966. The bill which is the same as
ous injury or death, yesternearly two centuries ago at Fort make baskets from willow twigs,
day upheld a $30,000 damFinney; Johnny Parker and Jack the one Cook introduced in the
and Time Finance Co.
Harrod in Mercer county, is and how to make quilts and
age finding against a farm
Dodd,
Defendant.
d-b-a
Fitts
Block
&
session
of
Ready
Congress
last
would
beautiful
coverlids
pattern—
of
hundreds
of
being continued by
couple w.ho rigged a spring
By virtue of a judgement and Mix Co.; W. A. Lyons, d-b-a require daylight saving time to
home demonstration agents patterns stW copied today.
gun in a vacant house to
Lyons
Electric
order
of
sale
of
Co.;
the
Calloway
and
Bank of be observed from Memorial Day
In that distant time, a man
ward off intruders.
across Kentucky and the United
lo Labor Day of each year.
could face the rigorous life much Circuit Court rendered at the Murray,
States.
In an 8-1 decision, the
Defendant.
Daylight saving time is currently
high court upheld the
Trained specialists from the less difficulty than his wife. He January 22 Term thereof 1971, in
of
the
a
By
virtue
above
cause,
for
the
sum
of
judgment
award of 320,000 in actual
and observed from the last Sunday in
University of Kentucky College of was involved with hunting,
damages and $10,000 in
Agriculture, experts in all phases tending crops, looking after his Three Thousand One Hundred order of sale of the Calloway April to the last Sunday in Ocpunitive damages to Marvin
of homemaking and nutrition, are land, and sometimes fighting Twenty Three and 40-100 Circuit Court rendered at the tober.
Katko, an Eddyville service
perpetuating the ideas and ef- Indians. But his wife had to think (83,123.40) Dollars, with interest February 1 Term thereof 1971, in In calling for this legislation
station attendant. Katko
forts of Ann McGinty and, as she about the children, their clothing at the rate of 7 per cent per an- the above cause, for the sum of Cook said, "school children, both
was struck in the right leg
$5,734.55
with
num
from
the
interest
15th
day
of
from
suburban
and
the
rural,
are
and
nutrition
forced
so
to
that
they
more
could
making
life
are
did,
by a blast from a shotgun
February
1st
day
of
February
1970,
until
paid
and
its
1971,
and
for
walk dark streets and highways
set up by Mr. and Mrs.
satisfying and meaningful for stay well and thrive. She wanted
the
sum
of
cost
$13,899.33 with interest in order to catch school buses,
therein I shall proceed to
Edward Briney in an abannew ideas for making her home
rural families everywhere.
doned farm house they
Actually, Ann McGinty could more attractive and comfortable. offer for sale at the Court House at the rate of 7 per cent per an- thereby exposing themselves to
owned
very well qualify as the Matron Like home demonstration agents door in Murray Kentucky, to the num from the 15th day of January potential hazards." Cook also
KATKO ADMITTED he
Saint of Kentucky home of modern times, Mrs. McGinty highest bidder, at public auction 1971, until paid and its cost noted that farmers are "hindered
was trespassing and pleaddemonstration agents because, stepped in, and with her genius on the 22nd day of February 1971, therein I shall proceed to offer for in their work by being forced to
ed guilty to a charge of
for all practical purposes, she and knowledge, supplied many of at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or sale at the Court House door in work in darkness, since the
larceny in the night time,
thereabout, upon a credit of six Murray Kentucky, to the highest functions of nature do not conwas the State's first Home Ec- these desires.
but he sued the Brineys for
nomics Demonstrator.
As legend has it, Ann McGinty months, the following described bidder, at public auction on the form to the mechanics of a
compensation for his inju22nd day.of February 1971, at 1:30 timepiece."
It all began in September 1775 outlives three husbands. (Some property, to wit:
ries. The court record notO'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon Cook is a Senate floor speech
ed there was "undenied
when, as the young sturdy wife of historians say four). William
Beginning at the northwest a credit of six months,
the called for the Senate to "act on
William Poague, she rode into Poague was killed in a skirmish
Potter Shop in following described property, toof
corner
Fort Harrod from over the with Indians near Danville in
this extremely
necessary
Pottertown. Kentucky; thence wit:
Wilderness Road to begin life in a 1778. Her next husband, Joseph
proposal."
north with the road to Ben
raw new land. Tied on her horse Lindsay, was killed at the Battle
Lot No. 42 in Meadow Green The Kentucky Senator said he
Belle land or line; thence east
behind her was a spinning wheel of Blue Licks in 1782. Several
Acres Subdivision as shown by was sorry his bill last year did not
to Cordis Rushing line; thence
which according to Collins' years later she married James
plat
of said subdivision which get out of committee in time for a C. -L. Cutliff,
south with the Rushing line to
Democratic
History, was the first in the State. McGinty whom she outlived by
is of record in Plat Book 2, at Senate vote. He also noted that candidate for
or
the
corner
Boatwright
Roy
State Treasurer in
Ann knew that it would several years.
Kentucky's
district
fifth
Page 64 in the office of the
Potter Shop land; thence west
the May primary, today anprobably be several years before
A woman of great energy, selfClerk of the Calloway County CongressMan; Tim 'Lee Carter, nounced the
beginning.
land
The
the
to
appointment of
flax would be available for her reliance, industry, and devotion
an
has
identical
introduced
bill
in
Court.
•
conveyed by this deed being
Roger K. Martin, Park City, as
wheel. She also knew that the to the welfare of her neighbors,
House,
as
he
the
did
during
the
For source of title see Deed
one acre more or less out of
his state campaign treasurer.
"settlement finery- she and the she allegedly became "well-toBook 139, Page 406 in the office last session of Congress.
East.
T.2,
R.5,
Section
24,
Cutliff said "I am delighted that
the
other women had brought with do," lived to a great age, and was
of the Clerk of the Calloway
Roger has agreed to serve as the
them would not last very long, a homemaker par excellance in
County Court.
statewide treasurer in my
For source of title see Deed
and that soon net,/ clothes would early Kentucky.
campaign: He has been an active
Book 130, page 327, in the
be desperately needed. So as
For the purchase price, the
Democrat at both the local and
office of the .Clerk of the
history records, just as soon as
purchaser
execute
bond,
must
WILLING CANDIDATE
state level. I appreciate his
Calloway County Court.
she was settled in her new home,
with approved securities, bearing
valuable assistance and look
she began conducting ex- ELIZABETHTOWN, - _ILI. For the purchase price, the legal interest from the day of
(UPI)—Mrs. Cecil "Peggy" purchaser must execute bond,
forward to working closely with
periments with plants growing
sale,
having
until
paid,
the
and
Dale, a Hedod, ill., housewife, with approved securities, bearing
him."
about the fort in an attempt to
force and effect of a judgement.
Wednesday filed as a candidate legal interest from the day
of Bidders will be prepared to
find a substitute for flax.
Martin, 41, is employed by the
for Hardin County road com- sale, until paid, and having the
Wild nettles grew in abundance
Park City Bank as an Assistant
missioner in the April 6 force and effect of a judgment. comply promptly with these
in the
. aity and to her great
terms. ( Purchaser being given
Teller. He has served as past
election.
Bidders will be prepared to
delight, she found they would
"I just believe I can do a comply promptly with these right and privilege to pay cash On Friday, February 26, a one- president of the Park City
serve her iflirpose. She imbetter job than is being done," terms. (Purchaser being given and accrued interest at any time day heart clinic for medically Sportsmen Club. He is presently
mediately gathered, prepared,
before the six months expire.
Treasurer of the 4th District
she said.
the right and privilege to pay
indigent adult patients will be Central Kentucky Wildlife
and spun some yarn from these
Frank L. Ryan
The commissioner's job in- cash and accrued interest at any
nettles, but did not like its dull
Master
Commissioner held in the Graves County Federation and the 4th District
cludes upkeep of 164 miles of time before the six 16 months
grey color.
Calloway
Circuit Court Health Department, Mayfield. Director of the League of Kenrural roads, most of them expire)
To remedy this situation, she
Feb 6, 12,19 The clinic will be conducted by tuck} Sportsmen. He has been
gravel.
Frank L. Ryan
a medical team. headed by. Dr. Sunday Schdol Superintendant of
then experimented with roots,
Master
Robert R. Goodin, Instructor in Walnut Hill Church for the past
Commissioner
balks, nut hulls, and berries until
hisive pails
17
Calloway Circuit C,ourt
;Medicine, Section of Cardiology years.
she came up with a variety of Holland
AUSTIN, Tex. (121,0
higks
F5-12-19C
beautiful bright dyes to improve
the Universitv of Louisville
Texas Parks and Wildlife De- at
THE HAGUE (UPI) School of Medicine.
the looks of the yarn. Then with
partment
that
says
scientist
Martin said, "I am honored to
Sponsored by the Kentucky
the help of her husband, she Eleven per cent of Dutch high
Thomas Jefferson in 1781. less than half the pesticides
play such a vital and intergral
school
students
have
taken
,nardevised a loom upon which to
grew the first recorded toma- sprayed on fields may 'Wadi Heart Association, the State role in C. L.'s campaign for State
weave the yarn into linen cloth, cotics at least ontie,--according
Department of Health, the U. of
toes in the United States, says the intended target.
Treasurer. He is a Democratic
to a survey by the Criminology
the first to be produced in the
I,. Medical School, and the candidate
move
The
remainder
Encyclopaedia
Beitannica.
who can win in
Institute of Grongingen UniState. In further experimentation
through air and water and find County Health Departments , the November."
versity. One out of 40 stuwith this nettle fiber and buffalo dents was
their ways into the silt of risers clinic provides a diagnotic
a regular usei, the
The while rhinoceros is not and to the bays and estuaries service for each patient, along
wool, she turned out the State's survey
said. .
really white but a smoky gray. of the state, said'Ray Childress. with recommendations for
treatment and managements of
the case. Opportunity will also be
oaq SCAENCE
provided for the physician
PROJECT i5 TOASTreferring the patient rfu consult
NOW HERE OK THIS
BOARD 15 A SUM
with the clinician regarding his
UtilOASTED patient, and no patient will be
DREAD AND..
admitted without a written
referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten by
the KHA and the State Health
Department. Clinic personnel as
well u space and equipment will
Nancy
be provided by the Graves
County Health Department, the
State Health Department and the
Kentucky Heart Association.
I WISH I COULD
The clinic will serve patients
SEE SOMETHING
from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
DIFFERENT ON
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
TV FOR A
Livingston, Marshall and McCH A NG E
Cracken Counties.

• •
medical testimony" that
Katko had a "permanent
deformity, a loss of tissue
and a shortening of the
leg"
The Brineys contended
the home contained valuable and irreplacable antiques and had been subject to repeated intrusions
during a 10-year period
from 1957 to 1967. The
farm couple said as a last
resort, they rigged the booby trap to "frighten or
scare away" intruders.
Friends of the Brineys established a "defense fund"
to finance their appeal.
• The issue before the
court was to what extent a
man may go to protect his
personal property. Iowa
statutes do not cover the
use of spring guns or other
man-killing devices.
Testifying in Mahaska
County District Court, Blaney said he rigged the gun
in the summer of 1967 "because I was mad and tired
of being tormented" but

Roger K. Martin Is
Campaign Manager Crossword Puzzle
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L'il Abner

PROS AND CONS
WASHINGTON UPI)—Legislation to implement the SE
billionno-strings-attachedportion of President Nixon's plar
to share federal revenue with
state and local governments
has been introduced in the
Senate.
Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr., R.
Tenn., called the revenue
sharing plan "a tool whereby
the resources and responsibilistate
and
of
local
ties
governments can be streng.
Sen.
But
thened."
Vance
Hartke, 0-Ind,, said the administration plan in its present
form has more defects than
merits and, if passed, would
move farther away from the
problems it is designed tc
solve
_
Land of islands
COPENHAGEN (UPI) 1/eri4park has 483 islands; of.
which only 97 are inhabited.
biggest
,,Zealawdr
width Copenhagen is located.
The biggest..part of the
country is the Jutland PeninY,
sula.of-mainland EurOpe which.
has been linked to Funen
land by r-4cond, and Scandinavia's longest, stispension
'bridge. It. is 511X/0,-feet long.
and its twin towers are 350
Feet high.

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
22
23
25
27
28
30
32
34
35
38
41
42
44
45
47
49
80
52
54
55
57
59
60

Not hollow
Man's name
Moe&
Kin=rf
limestone
Teutonic
deity
Greek letter
Retain
Recent
Canonized
mum
Havrairon
wreath
Break
suddenly
Periods of
time
&dish
decoration
(able )
Weird
Sculptured
likehesses
Roman
tyrant
Epic poetry
Dissension
Dinner
course (pl.)
Preposition
Icelandic
writings
Separate
Southwestern
Indian
Eel
fisherman
Falsehood
Articles of
furniture
Carouse
Parent (colloq.)
Three base hit
Glossy paint
Sedate
Swift

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
16
19
21
24
26
29
31
33
35
36
37

said he "did not intend to
injure anyone."
In ruling for Katko, however, the high court said
there was a loaded shell in
the spring gun, it was not
visible from the outside
and there was no warning
of the gun's presence.
THE MAJORITY opinion,
written by Chief Justice C.
Edwin Moore, said the law
"has always placed a higher value upon human safety than upon mere rights of
property." Moore said there
is no privilege to use calculated force resulting in
death or serious injury to
repel trespassers.
"Spring guns and other
man killing devices are not
justifiable against a mere
trespasser or a petty thief,"
Moore said. However, the
opinion said there was a
distinction between the defense of abandoned or uninhabited property and the
protection of a dwelling or
personal property and life
of a family.

AUTOS FO

MAK
NE

1967 MERCU
'p1

NCI'

1968 DODGE
V-8 automati

1962 CADIL1

38.000 actual

1966 CHEVY

convertible.'

1966 CHEVY

2door hard tc
This car is ni

1966 DODGE
1

door sedan

1968 FORD(
Answer to Yesterday's NM*

VON

MOMM MO=

Cover
WMO 000M 0000
Roman date
000 WOM000000
Procrastination
WOOMP 0000
Issue forth
Note of scale
RO 000 mom
Irritate
Mg0 000 BIBMOM
Son cif Adam
OM MU ROO NM
Part of
DOOM OEM UOM
locket
BOOB MOO 00
Thrck
Heroic
M000 WOUGO
events
OAMPWMUNO 1W0
Cravats
01100 MEW MEM
Ones advance
UOMO (KIWI OOP
notice
Snares
Fragment
Bend
48 Rockfish
39 Prepared for
Wear away
firing
51 Resort
Commonplace
53 Once around
40 Take
Commanded
track
unlawfully
Unsureness
56 Chinese
43 Cut
mile
Buries
Small
46 Prepare for
58 Note of
valley
scale
print

red, good sot

1967 FORD

V-8 automatic

1967 GAMER

V-8 automati
black vinyl

*1

1965 CHEVE

4 door sedar
nice car

1970 FORD

2 door, red,

1969 DATSU
four door, 4

1965 FORD
convertible,

111111M11111111MM111111111

1964 • DODGE

111111110i111111Miltiiiiiii11111
1111111111111011•1111611Willi
iiiiM111111dMill111•11111111

1964 VVI

2 door hard 1

Rada I

-1968 CHEW
b cylinder,

1969 DATSU

20,000 miles
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate,

ii

1962 CHEVR
2

li

ton
Vve

ALSO SE

II

0 en Evenin

WANTED TI
WANT TO buy one o
on Highway 94 E
Kentucky Lake. Wr
664, Murray Ky.,
price, acreage,etc.
WANT TO BUY lc
Phone 489-2510.

NEEDED IMMEI
crating material
suitable for dog t
Needs to be uz to 7,8
753-1712.

We'll save you steps
as only a full-service bank can.
Because every banking servide-you need
is right here.
Savings,checking,loans...you name it.
We've got it.

WANT TO buy: logs
timber.Also have foi
an sawdust. Murr
and Lumber Co Ph

WANTED TO
MY BROTHER and
to rent crop land
Grove or Coldwa
Phone 435-5501 or 431
WANTED TO RED
either a 2 story hous
house with basemen
good condition,' 1,
preferable, with
highly desirable, in
limits of Murray Ca
753-46-16
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AUTOS FOR SALE

DATSUN•

MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
NEW DATSUN TRADE-INS

1967 MERCURY Cougar XR-7- ---'1,625.00
• power steering, V-8 automatic, vinyl roof, extra sharp car
1968 DODGE Coronet RI
.01,695.00
V-8 automatic, power steering and brakes, red, sharp
1%2 CADILLAC
-$ave
38.000 actual miles, extra sharp for this model

convertible. V-8 automatic, steering, extra clean

1966 CHEVY Impala
$1A95.00
2 door hard top, steering, automatic, 39,000 actual miles,
This car is new!

1966 DODGE Dart

-195.00

4 door sedan, 6 cylinder automatic, local

R:Crt
A
T

A

4
12

od

1968 FORD Cortina
'795.00
red, good sound car
-1967 FORD Country Sedan Wagon - Now '1,395
V-8 automatic, steering. luggage rack, 9 passenger
1967 CAMERO R.S.
'1,695.00
V-8 automatic steering, 327 cu. engine, red with
black vinyl top

A

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

* ECONOMY LANE *
1965 CHEVELLE
'895.00
4 door sedan, 6 cylinder, automatic transmission, real
nice car -.
1970 FORD Maverick
-'1,795.00
2 door, red, sharp car
1969 DATSUN Sedan------'1,495.00
four door, 4 speed, radio, extra clean
1965 FORD Mustang- -----'825.00
convertible, 6 cylinder automatic, clean car

1964 DODGE Dart_G.T.--95048 Now '650.00
2 door hard top, 6 cylinder, automatic
* SPECIALS *
1964 VW BUS
Now • 145.00
Radio. Extra, extra sharp!
1968 CHEVY Van
It cylinder, straight drive, like

•.

new

'1,395.00

* TRUCKS *
1969 DATSUN Pickup
'1,495.00
20,000 miles, almost new
1962 CHEVROLET Pickup %OM Now '150.00
ton,6 cylinder , excellent shape for this model
we have many other fine used
setect-frorril
ALSO SEE THE COMPLETE LINE OF
NEW 1971 DATSUNS"
12

AKC IRISH Setter pups Toy
Poodles and three herds of
Chinchilla from certified stock.
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C

Grovel

WANT TO buy one or

more acres
on Highway 94 East, close to
Kentucky Lake. Write P. O. Box
664, Murray Ky., 42071, giving
price, acreage,etc.
F16P

NOTICE
TWO END tables, coffee table,
$20.00. Queen size box springs
and mattress, $35.00. Phone 7538006.
Fl2C

_
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY:
crating material OF- lumber

SMALL brown
LOST.
Dachshund, stocky, part of one
ear missing. Lost in vicinity of
Cherry Corner. Answers to name
of Bebe. Please call 753-2676 if
TFC
found.

KENTUCKY LAKE HEREFORD
ASS'N SALE
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY Murray, Kentucky
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20th
12:00 Noon, CST
HORNED and POLLED
75 Lots - 85 Head
26 Bulls-most of service age
49 Females-open and bred heifers, cows & calves
Quality Cattle From The Top Herds In
West Kentucky and West Tennessee ltc

per bale.
See Dan Shipley. Phone 7532878.
Fl3P
4020 JOHN DEERE Tractor and
equipment, 530 Case Tractor, 45
John Deere Combine, 67 Dodge 2
ton truck with grain bed. Phone
753-1977.
F13P
WHEAT STRAW-50c

LOST BRIGHT carpet colors.
.restore them with Blue Lustre
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, "Home of The
Wishing Well."

AUTOS FOR SALE

F13C

THINK SPRING-plant Pecan 1970 FORD Country Squire, like
trees now. New shipment of large new. Nine months old. Phone 7674006.
Fl2P
papershells just arrived. Also
look over our large selection of
dwarf and regular fruit trees. 1966 MERCURY Comet Sport
Virgin's Nursery, Union City. Coupe. Extra nice. By original
Fulton Hwy.(just a mile out of owner. $795.00. Phone 474FI3C
Union City I Phone 885-16t 1 or 885- 2297.
0396.
FI3C
1970 FORD Bronco; 1970 Ford
32 PIGS, weight range 30-45 lbs. station wagon; Fiberglass boat
Approximately $10.00 apiece. with 75 h.p. Mercury motor. Call
FI3C
Also good set of dehorners. Phone 753-7108.
489-2251.
F13C REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
four BY OWNER: Four bedroom
brick house, 1612 Loch Lumond
Drive, one block South of
Robertson Schqolon quiet deadend street. Large paneled family
room, birch kitchen with built'
Phone ms, DI baths, central heat and
F15P air, fully carpeted, completely
redecorated. Two stall garage

MO

COPPERTONE STOVE and
refrigerator. Excellent condition.
Phone 489-2631.
F16C

and 25'X 30' patio with brick wall.
Reason for selling, building next
door. 129,500. Call 753-7683 for
F12P
appointment.
NOTICE

TIMMITIS
Mat Your Horne

11/113114
Are POIS0 n

CARD OF THANKS
suitable for dog house cover.
Needs to be ie to lit thick. Phone
We wish to express our deep
F15NC appreciation
753-1712.
and thanks for the

many acts of kindness and
sympathy extended to us during
standing
and
logs
WANT TO buy;
the illness and death of Mrs.
timber.-Also have for sale lumber Rebel Gibson and Mrs. Sally Ann
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill Jones.
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147. A special thanks goes to Dr. C.
TFC
C. Lowry, Dr. C. H. Jones, nurses
and sitters at the hospital for
Mrs. Gibson, the Miller Funeral
Home, Bro. Henry Hargis, the
WANTED TO RENT
singers, and the pallbearers.
May God's richest blessings
MY BROTHER and I would like rest upon each of you.
to rent crop land in the Lynn
Grove or Coldwater district.
Rhone 435-5501 or 435-4592. F15C
WANTED TO REN7 or lease:
either a 2 story house or a 1 story
house with basement Must be in
good condition.' Large rooms

preferable. with yard space
highly desirable, in or near city
limits of Murray call 7534658 or
753-4646

Mr. di Mrs. Ewing Gibson
and David Robinson
ilw hikgrs1 graie

Marcus Tuilius Cicero wa
the gresiel4 orator .41 ancient
,
ROW. •
• TFC
_

one. Call us to show.

-NICE THREE BEDROOM brick in Grove Heights. Two
baths, double garage, family room, patio, central heat
and air, and you won't believe the price.
REALLY DIFFERENT THREE bedroom brick splitlevel in Meadow Green Acres and priced right.
DELUXE BRICK VENEER split-level with four
bedrooms in Kingswood. Has everfthing and is most
attractive. You should see this lovely home.
A FINE THREE bedroom two story brick in Kingswood.
Fine carpeting and all built-ins. Everything for lovely
and confortable living and even has large trees.
TRUELY UNIQUE SPLIT-level in Gatesboro. Three
bedroom briek and the decorating is superb. Has
everything.
LOVELY THREE BEDROOM brick on Loch Lomond
Drive. Fenced yard all modern. Near schools and price is
right.

FURNISHED STUDIO and two
bedroom apartments. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th
Street. Phone 753-6609.
F12C
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished apartment, 4,2 block
from University campus. $90.00
per month. Couples only. Phone
753-9135 or 753-4478.
FI3C
HOUSE FOR Rent, Lynn Grove.
Phone 753-7850.
F13NC
TRAILER, EXTRA nice, fully;
carpeted, two bedrooms, electric
heat, air conditioned, color TV
extra nice furniture. Suitable for
couple and one child. Rent $100.00
monthly. Reference and deposit
required. Phone 753-7358 after

4:00p.m.

TFC

12x50 HOUSE trailer, near
University. Furnished. Phone
753-3895 or 753-3482.

F16C

('ALA. ABOUT OUR MANY OTHER LISTINGS.

ONE ROOM for college boy.
Private entrance. Phone 753Fl2C
8870.

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St Phone 753-7724
NITE PHONES:
Louise Baker-753-2409
Onyx Ray-753-8919
Guy Spann-753-2587
Prentice Dunn-753-5725

NICE NEWLY decorated brick
home, fully carpeted, electric
heat, air conditioned. Carport,
large fenced back yard. Wel,
located. Available March 1st.
Phone 753-6425 days or 753-4962
nights.
Fl2C

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

McCONNELL

Insurance
Agency

753-4199

MODERN TWO bedroom house,
electric heat and hardwood floors
with two acres of land Two miles
from Murray. Will trade for
house trailer and someone take
over payments of $50.00 monthly.
F15NC
Phone 7534414
WANTED: YOUR green stamp
books to trade for my treasure
stamp books. Phone 753-8476
after 5:00p.m.
F12C
STILL ON strike after ten
months. Teamsters total number
236, Paducah, Kentucky, at the
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
Murray,Kentucky.
F'12C

I

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
-•
100 S. 13th Street
Murray. Ky
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

TWO,. BEDROOM nice modern
home, furnished or unfurnished.
Couple or small family. Near city
limits. Please call 753-5209 after

6:00p.m.

F13C

FURNISHED TWO bedroom
TWO COMPLETELY furnished NICE NEWLY decorated brick apartment. Phone 382-2299. F13C
one bedroom apartments with home, fully carpeted, electric
private living room, bath, and heal, air conditioned. Carport, BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
kitchen for each. Also, furnished large fenced back yard. Well Apartment, 2 bedroom, living
rooms available !dr college men located. Available March 1st. room, kitchen, utility, and bath.
'.or others-with refrigerator, Phone 753-6425 days or 753-5692 Carpeted. Air Conditioned. DishF15NC washer, refrigerator, stove,
cooking facilities, and a complete nights.
shared.
Three
bath
blocks
to
be
garbage disposal. Across from
NOTICE
from campus, plenty parking ROOMS WITH
kitchen Westview Nursing Home on
space, and most important privileges. Reasonable rates. South 16th St. Phone 753-4974.
ELECTROLUX SALES & ger- "inexpensive". If you are tired of Phone 753-2670.
F15C
F12C
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. paying a high rent and don't want
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- to sacrifice quality call 75346.46.
MODERN TWO bedroom house,
FlIC
mington, Kentucky.
March 5C
electric heat and hardwood floors
with two acres of land. Two miles
NICE FURNISHED Apartment.
from Murray Will trade for
Private entrance, Close to
house trailer and someone take
University, 914 Coldwater Rd
over payments of $50.00 monthly.
F15Cj'
Phone 753-1790.
FI2C
Phone 753-8414
Room $an
Per
Benefit JU
Day
Free Tnforrriation

HUBERT DUNN is now working
at The White Way Barber Shop.
Fl8C
rMime itelimeImi

Pest .Corittor

crop III the 1 lilted ti;tnic..
•*•

CUTE,COZY TWO bedroom brick on North 18th Street at
a price you can afford. You should go inside and see this

FURNISHED GROUND floor
apartment. Three rooms and
bath, near court square. Phone
TFC
753-8175.

NOTICE.

2nd ANNUAL

AKC REGISTERED Collie
puppies. Phone 753-7484 after 4:30
p.m.
FI6C

EXTRA GOOD Jap hay.
435-5311.
FOUND. WHITE cat wearing
red collar with bell. Phone 753Fl5C
5465.

JUST A FEW OF OUR MANY FINE LISTINGS
-- LOVELY THREE BEDROOM brick on North 19th Street.
Has large family room. A fine home, well located and in
excellent condition. Medium priced.

F12P

604 So. 12th Street

WANTED TO BUY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

COFFEE TABLE and two QUALIFIED BAKER needs
matching end tables. Mahogany work. Also farm or restaurant
F13P
with formica tops. Good con- work. Phone 767-4409
dition. Phone 753-6030 after 5:00
Fl8NC WILL BABYSIT in my home full
p.m.
time or part. Phone 767-4409.F13P
STEALE
RICKENBACHER
WILL GIVE organ lessons.
Guitar and hard shell case with Phone
753-8080 after 5:00 p.m.
F15C
AMP.Phone 753-4483.
1,17C

MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Broad coverage. Low rates.
Check with us for all your Insurance before you buy.
Galloway Insurance and Real UPRIGHT PIANO, excellent
Estate Agency, phone 753condition. Recently tuned. Phone FURNITURE REFINISHING:
All work guaranteed. Free
March4C 753-4746.
5842.
F15C
pickup and delivery. Free
REMOVE CARPET paths and SPECIAL SALE-Only three estimate. Antique or natural
spots; fluff beaten down nap with puppies left, one AKC Toy White finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
February 20 NC,
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer Poodle, one AKC Toy Pekingese,
F13C one Peek-A-Poo. All about nine
$1.00 Big K.
weeks old. Priced from $35.00 to A111, DO babysitting in my
1968 BSA Motorcycle 250 cc, 2500 $55.0e. Call e3-4469 after six p.m. home, any age child. By hour,
miles. Call 753-7342 after 4 p.m.
Fl5C day or week. Experienced.
Reasonable rates. Phone 753F20C
FlaC
BEAUTIFUL 1968-21 inch 6809.
5 HP TILLER, powered by Curtis Mathis color television, FOR ALL
your home alterations,
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92. radio, stereo combination. New repairs,
remodeling, etc., new or
picture
tube,
$300.00
or
best
offer.
Other models' available. Monold. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street, 1961 Chevrolet panel truck,
February 15NC
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- $200.00. Phone 436-2458 or 7538414.
F15C
1966.
Fl5C
HELP WANTED
12 x 55 MOBILE home, two 1968 MOBILE Home. Perfect
bedrooms. Gas heat. Phone 753- condition. Fully carpeted and air WAITRESSES, STEADY work,
7270 after 4:30 p.m.
F11C conditioned. Better than renting. ighest pay on lake, plus extra
Perfect for small family. Phone good tips. Kentucky Lake Lodge
Fl5P Restaurant on Highway 68 at
HAY FOR sale. Phone 435-4042 or 753-6737 after 5:00
Aurora, Phone 474-2259.
F13C
see Otto Chester, Lynn

MAPLE TABLE and
trs. Phone 489-2316.

Open Evenings Till 8:00

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

ATTENTION BOYS!!

I

s, I
sip. I
plIcations for carrier
O routes In order to update I
our files, boys who placed I
I an
application over three •
I months
ago should come to
I the offici• and reapply. I
routes are now I
I Several
open and will he filled i
Immediately.
LEDGER
II ....The
TIMES is now taking

11---Xpply in person to
:1
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House Members Invited
To Reapportionment Meet

Fire Rate...
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Sgt Yuill Member
Of Outstanding Unit

Continued From Page Ones
Funeral services for John FRANKFORT, KY. (UPD—A pumper could
be used where it is I ROTHWESTEN
, Germany —
Cathcart of Hazel were held this PREVIEW OF THE MAIN needed.
ATTRA
CTION
Feb.
25
was
to
be
Staff Sergeant Gary L. Yuill, son
morning at eleven o'clock at the
He told the council that if the
of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Yuill of
LEXINGTON, KY. (UPI)— chapel of the Miller Funeral Oven today as House of purchase of
either the com- 416 S. Main
Representatives members aired
St.. Mulberry,Ind., is
James Host, a former chief of Home, Hazel, with Rev. B. R.
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
binatio
n
truck
or two separate member of the
their plans and qualms about
a
71st Missile By United
both the Parks Department and Winchester officiating.
trucks was approved, it would
Press International
reappor
tionmen
t.
Warning Wing that has received
the Public Information Depart- Pallbearers were Joe Adams,
take about two years to get the
IDS ANGELES—Frank Car
the U.S. Air Force Outstanding bonara who
ment under the administration of Gene Miller, Calvin Key, R. M. The chairman of the House ladder
truck and fourteen months
had been trapped
Unit Award.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, today an- Vance, Ray Lassiter, and Jack section of a subcommittee on for the
for two and one-half days after
pumper. He pointed out
reappor
tionmen
Jon
t,
Rickert
E.
,
His will, Margaret, is the Tuesda
nounced his candidacy for the Newport. Burial was in the Oak
y's earthquake:
-Elizabethtown, invited the 100 that the city's 24 year old truck daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Brown
Republican nomination for Lt. Grove Cemetery with the D
must
"I felt I was dead. I didn't
be
replace
d
within the year
House
membe
rs
today'
to
s
arrang
Tucker
ements
of Rt. 1, Kirksey.
C.
governor.
by the Miller
sleep for 58 hours."
session-but without pay. Only the and that the 20 year old truck Sergeant Yuill is
Host, of Lexington, told a news Funeral Home.
a space
must
be
replace
d
subcom
within
10
mittee
membe
rs will
four systems control equipment
conference that he envisioned Cathcart, age 87, died Wedyears.
WASHINGTON—White House
specialist and assigned to a unit
"All Kentuckiaas being given the nesday at 12:30 at the Tucker be paid for the session.
The
Press Secretary Ronald L.
council unanimously
Rickert
said
hearing
the
before
opportunity to realize their Rest Home, Mayfield.
agreed on two separate vehicles. tof the wing at Rothwesten Army Ziegler, commenting on reports
!Installation, Germany.
potential as men and women." Survivors are six daughters, the special session of the General
one
U.S. advisers are accompanying
a ladder truck with an 85 foot
Host did not say in his prepared Mrs. Chesley Fairris, Mrs. Assembly on reapportionment
The 71st, which operates from
hydraul
South Vietnamese forces in
ic ladder extension and
Feb.
could
25
save
time
when
the
remarks whether he would be the Horner Fairris, Mrs. Herbert
widely scattered locations to
the other a pumper to replace the
running mate of Thomas D. Cochran, Mrs. Berthal Waldrop, Legislature does convene. The
maintain a vast missile detection
present
•'If anybody is there, they
24
year
old
pumper
.
Emberton, a former public Mrs. Elwood Stubblefield, and subcommittee will be "trying to Counci
warning network as a
lman Allbritten said that and
don't belong there."
minimi
legislat
ze
the
ive
battles
service commissioner, who Mrs. Lucille McNutt; one son,
component of the Aerospace
the reduction from sixth to fifth
announced Feb. 3 that he would Henry Cathcart; one sister, Mrs. that might prolong the session,"
Defense command, was cited for
class
city
IDS ANGELES—Susan Atwould
bring
a
saving to superior
seek the top nomination for Jewell Moore; two brothers, said Rickert.
performance
in kins, a defendant
busines
and
s
public property enhanc
in the Manson
Houston and Otho Cathcart; nine The big problem facing the
governor.
ing the U.S. military
insurance premiums of from
trial, testifying she thought
Host, though, is regarded as grandchildren; fifteen great legiislature in re-districting to
posture during a two-year period.
three to five per cent. Homes do
killing Sharon Tate was "the
Emberton's running mate on the grandchildren; six great great meet the U. S. Supreme Court
Sergeant Yuill will wear a
right thing to do":
one-man one-vote mandate is not realize a reduction in distinctive servic
administration—backed ticket. grandchildren.
e ribbon to
splitting
counties.
Where premiums, however Mayor Ellis mark his affiliation with the "I didn't relate to Sharon
Emberton previously has said
pointed
Tate as being anything but a
out
that
it
is
countie
easier
will
s
be split and what
to wing.
Host is the man he would prefer
store mannequin."
counties will be split and patched obtain full coverage insurance in The sergeant, who
to run with.
has served
Who do you see here' This well-kn
to another county to form a a fifth class city that it is in a In Vietnam, is a 1963 gradua
own Nee
A native of Ashland, Host is a
te of
has
been precisely blurred by a computer as
sixth
class
ASPER
city.
MONT,
district
Tex.—
Homer
the
point
is
)Continued From Page One)
on which the
former
Clinton Prairie High School,
businessman
in
part of an experiment at Bell Laboratories to
Berry, a retired Air Force
The Kentucky Inspection
battles will likely be waged.
Lexington and a one-time sports- Fiscal Court. Hurt, acting
Frankfort, Ind.
learn the least amount of information a pie.
as
Bureau letter to the city pointed
major, explaining reaction to
caster. He resigned as parks spokesman, said the squad
lure may contain and still be recognizable.
was
his work as a rainmaker:
out that the water pressure over
commissioner Feb. 1, but did not not asking for additional
The picture has been divided into about te0
funds,
the city is in good balance and
"They'l
l
call
you
a fraud and
at that time say he would run for but wanted to meet with the court
squares, each rendered in an even tone from
a fake and a fool to your face.
compares favorably with any city
lieutenant governor.
one of 1.$ intensities of gray. Bell feels studies
to endeavor to learn how the (Continued
in the state. Mayor Ellis said that February 10, 1971
Heck, they wouldn't be that
From Page One)
of this sort may be useful for designing
"I commit myself now to help squad can continue on a perthis report from the Bureau was APULTS 100
rude to a rodeo clown, you
future Picture phone systems and devising
my fellow Kentuckians face the manent basis, rather than
parking
signs to be erected as the best one
from
know."
NURSE
to be received since
RY 6
techniques for computer storage of pictures.
challenge," Host said after year to year. Ways and means
of needed. The old meters are in he had been mayor. - - If you still don't recognize the portrait, try
outlining the problems Kentucky raising revenue for the squad disrepair and worn out.
The council approved the NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
looking at it from IS feet or more, or while it
faces.
6. The committee recomwere discussed in a lengthy
motion to draw up specifications
is in motion, or while you're squinting, or
GIFT
AND
ANNOU
NCEME
NT
"I don't know the answers to all sess
mended purchasing twenty new
cA .
for the two vehicles which would
with eyeglasses removed, and you should see
" DISMISSALS
WASHINGTON
UPI i—Presof the problems, but I feel The court voted
to pay 8980.00 meters to replace other old worn be delivered possibly in 1973.
President Abraham Lincoln, whose birthday
0. R. Jeffery, 904 N. 18th, ident Nixon received a gift
prepared to search them out." to the Sandblasting
out
meters.
and Weather
we used to celebrate tomorrow, before legislaHoward Koenen, Chairman of ,Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett, Tuesday—two bottles of Irish
Host said "The challenge is Proofing Company
7. Permission from the council
tors began messing around with the calenda
for the repair
the City Counoil Special Dexter, Eugene Geurin, 503 N. whisky from the mayor of
r,
ours, mutually W face, not so to the court house.
to send three police officers to
that is.
Problems Committee reported to 16th, Murray, Fred Enoch, Rt. 1, Limerick—and announced plans
much to conquer but to mold for Judge Robert Miller
Wester
n
State
Univers
ity to take the council that his
presided
committee Hazel, Mrs. Dorothy Williams, for an "Irish evening at the
our common good."
at the meeting with County Court a basic police course beginning had met and
offered
a report 1503 Main, Murray, Ewing White House" March 16 t
"Kentucky is bursting with Clerk Marvin Harris reading
the March 1, and ending March 26. which said in effect that the
two Gibson, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Joy celebrate his wife's 59th birth' MORE FOOD
challenge," Host said. He minutes and County
The
city
would
be
out
$50.00
PER SOUND
FACES FIRING SQUAD
Treasurer
for ward system in the city're
Maddox,Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn., J. C. day.
main
credited Nunn with "Having
travel
expens
e.
COL
WICK,
Englan
MOGADISCIO (UPI) — The
d (UP!)—
Gordon
Moody
Foy,
as
it
is now and that no effort be
giving his report.
Box 114, Linnville, Mrs.
faced these challenges and done
8. Permission to hire a radio
made to change to four or six Robbie Bazzell, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mayor J. P. Liddy of the Two robbers tried to grab a policeman who assassinated
more to mold them to our needs," Routine claims were approved by operator and ,a meter
4,000 pound
man. He wards. He then asked
$9,6001 payroll Somali President Abdirashid All
the court.
for council Miss Melissa Tucker, Rt. 3, Irish city gave Nixon the gift as Thursd
than anyone else.
pointed out that costs prohibit
ay
but
all
they got were Shermarke Oct. 15, 1969, will
Magist
rates
Murray
approv
,
al
presen
Darcy
of the report. The
Ashby, 505 N. a mememto of the President's
t were
Host used the same phrase
Barnes'
pot
roast die before a firing squad
Lennis Hale, Martin Young, K. B. hiring two more policemen for council approved the report with 16th, Murray, Mrs. Leta Saun- visit to Limerick last October Bert
.
The spirit of Kentucky" that
these duties. He also said that a
sandwiches.
Thursday, government sources
McCuis
ton,
and
ders
Counci
730
Vine
lman
Wayne
St.,
Murray
Dave
Mrs.
Willis
,
Flora.
casting
White
The
House
said the St. They attacke
Emberton used in his candidacy
said
d
Barnes
in
today.
an
Others present were County meter man could better enforce the only dissenting vote.
I.aura
Page,
608
Ellis
Dr., Patrick's Day eve celebration
announcement. The words will
the parking meter and parking
They said the convicted
Koenen, had submitted a Murray, Burnette Outland, 210 S. at the White House would office of a gasoline depot and
apparently become the campaign Attorney Sidney Easley, County zone regulations.
Jailer Huel Jones, and Road
detailed plan for expanding the NA, Murray, Mrs. Lola feature an Irish singing group snatched his briefcase containing assassin, said Yusuf Ismail,
motto of the ticket.
The council approved all of
Supervisor Ralph McCuiston.
wards of the city from two wards McKinney, 905 Sycamore, which performed for the Nixons the sandwiches, thinking it was will be executed by a squad of
these recommendations.
the firm's payroll. But the money soldiers and policemen at the
to four wards. At the present time Murray, Mrs Lora Miller, Rt. 5, in Ireland.
Councilman Max Weaver's
firing range of the Mogadiscio
was not due until later.
the city is divided by Main street Benton
term on the Murray Power Board
Police School.
with Ward A on one side and
has expired and Councilman
Ward
B on the other. He
Alfred Lindsey was named for a
suggested that Main and Twelfth
Continued From Page One)
one year tenure.
Streets be the dividing lines to
NEW YORK iUPI)—The opened
, one of the jurors, Ray Chief of Police James M. give the city
four wards. In this
market opened mixed in
Brown
made
his report for manner
Brownfield, vice-president of the
three councilmen from
moderate trading today.
Peoples Bank of Murray, citations issued for the period each
quarter of the city would be
Shortly after the opening the
collasped shortly before noon. He January 25 through February 10 named
, presumably giving
Dow Jones industrial average
was taken to the Murray- as follows:
greater representation.
of 30 selected blue chips stood
DWI
8; disorderly conduct 1;
callp_way County Hospital and
This plan met with dim
at 885.00 off 0.34. Among the
dmitted overnight before being...no operators license 5; reckless reception
by city councilmen at
294 issues crossing the tape, 1261
released this morning, according driving 7; public drunkeness 9; the meetin
g on January 28 with
advanced and 75 declined.
improp
er
registr
ation 1: drinking
to hospital officials.
veral speaking out against it.
In the steels Armco remained
The court reconvened at one in public 3; allowing ten Apparently
the plan to increase
unchanged at 21%, Bethlehem
p.m. Thursday and by agreement passengers in vehicle 1; driving the number
of wards in the city
lost
to 22sa and U.S. Steel by
on
revoke
d
license
1;
both attorneys for the plaintiff
wrong way will be tabled
tacked on 3,4 to 33%.
for some time.
on
one
way street 1: disregarding
and defendant, the case was
Koenen also praised the City
General Motors and Ford
continued with only eleven stop sign 2; fleeing police officer Police
for th
eilt!is• work on a recent
were unchanged • at 82L4 and jurors,
according to court 1; trying to break into Wells Hall series of th
57,4, respectively. American
which resulted in
1;
possess
ion
records.
of alcohol 2; petty an
indictment
Motors gained
to 7%. Overbey,
larceny 2; shoplifting 1; picked
Overbe
y,
and
Mayor Ellis pointed out that the
Chrysler at 28% was unchanged.
Overbey were the lawyers for up on warrant for out of town county
aided in snow removal in
changed.
Smith and Hughes and Gregory police 2; improper parking
the city last weekend That
Union Carbide at 437k and
the
tickets
49; breaking and entering
were the lawyers for the estate of
Monsanto at 3934 each lost V4.
reports 5; wrecks 20; the report Murray Street Department
Harmon.
worked for long hours to spread
Allied Chemical at 28 ad Du
The case of Latimer vs. showed that the courts filed away salt and
cinders at critical points.
Pont at 142 were.tinchanged.
21
of
the
charges, tried 25 as Assista
Youngblood, concerning an
nt
Jersey Standard at 717.h,
Superintendent Roy
automobile accident, scheduled charged and waived extradition Knight
worked for an l8-hour
Atlantic Richfield at 687a, on
the court,docket for today, has on two.
stretch.
Phillips at 32L4 and Occidental been
continued generally.
Fire Chief Jackie. Cooper will
at 20114 were all unchanged in
The petit jury is to report back
attend
the International Fire
the oil group. Texaco tacked on
JUVEN
ILES
SUSPECTED
to the court on Monday, February
's to 35.
DENVER 11.1131) — Burglars Service Conference in Kansas
15, at nine a.m. for the case of
who broke into the Hanunond City, Missouri March 30 to April
American Airlines lost Is to
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
27 while UAL Inc. was
Candy Co. made away with 25r,2. The council approved an exLeon Lockhart, indicted by the
unchanged at 30'1. Also unpounds of gumdrops, three penditure of 9120 for this conGrand Jury for Immoral and
changed were Pan American at
pounds of chocolate chunks, 10 ference.
Indecent Practices with Another
The minutes reflected that
1534 and Trans World at 1714.
KRS 434.105, occurring on Sep pounds of taffy chews, a case James C.
Williams, publisher of
of licorice and 100 pennies.
tember 20, 1970.
Patrolman Robert Mosier, the Ledger and .Times had
who made out the burglar covered the twice a month
• Eli Whitney produced the
meetings of the Murray City
Vermont entered the -Union report, said he suspects
first cotton gin in 1793.
the Council
March 4, 1791.
, consistently for the past_
burglars were juveniles.
twenty-five years.

Guess who? picture

Meters ...

: Hospital Report .

Today's Stock
Market

Purchase Area
. Hog Market Federal State Market News
Service February 12, 1971
Kentucky "Purchase Area
Hog
Market Report Includes
10
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 142fi Est
200
Barrows and Gilts mostb
25e
lower Sows mostly 25' higher
US 1-3
US 2-4
US 2-4
US 3-4
Sows
US 1-2
US 1-3

GRISLY SEARCH for bOdics is undei way at the Veteran. Adminis
tratftin Hospital
'inSan Fe: nando. Calif . iii the wake of the cal thtliefl
ic that devastati.d areas of '
9.outhern
Tilt, 1- %%
,,ectuTed

200-240
190-240
240-260
260-280

lbs.
lbs
lbs.
lbs.

819.75-20.251.
$19.25-j97
81875-1923;
81825-1873.

270-350 lbs. 816.00-17 00;
300-550 lbs. 815.00-16 00;
450-650 lbs. £14 fal4S-

HOPES IN THE RED
PLANET
STEVENAGE,
Englond
UPI I I( men land on
Mars
before June, 1972, Mrs
('es!hina Elmes will win 11,000 pounds
$26.4001 from a $2.40 bet Uith
a bookmaker

During Customer Appreciation Time, wefwant
you to know that your trust and confidence
in us are deeply appreciated. And we
simply want to Thank You...

BANK of MURRAY
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